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Holland City News.
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HOLLAND,

XIII.— NO. 24.

lyjEENGB, D.

®he ^toUand iity $<w$.

MICH.,

Dro^Stow.Fine

R.,

SATURDAY, JULY

19,

WHOLE

1884.

part of wlditreet, and that •!! atnmpa and other
obilrnctlona be taken np and removed therefrom.

Additional ^otal.

—Adopted.

Perfumeries.River street.

NO.

John Quincy Adams

644.

iu four years but

The above committeealio reported the follow- sou, seventh President of

VANPUTTBN.Wm., Dealer in

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

V

Drugs, Medl*

clnes^alnts, Oils, etc.; Proprietor ofDr.
W. Van D*i» Bibo's Family Medicines; River 8t.

For Alabastlne, Whiting and Colors in

Published every Saturday at

Prue Store.
Kremers & Banos.

oil, go to the Central

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN. W^^\^ooD«.»e,L*
OFFICE: No.

52

WILLIAM

\

ROGERS.

H.

Editor and

Fresh roasted Peanuts and all other

Iness.

EIGHTH STREET.

kinds of Nuts, Gaudies, Bananas and

Mnitnrs.

choice California Canned Goods at

PMUhtr.

EYEK, BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all
ivl kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,

PESSINK’S.

\ f

Terms of Sabaeriptien:

Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc.

:

River st.

Qiairal Stalin.

\TAN PUTTEN G„

A SONS., General Dealers
in Drv Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.

V

JOB PBINT1HG ProniDtlyand Neatly Eiecatei

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

Bottli.

One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
Int insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent /“1ITY
Williams Bros., Proprietors,
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
The onlv flrst-classHotel in the city. Is
8 m. I 6 m. I 1 Y. located in the business center of the town, and has
850 500 8 00 one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
1 Square
500 800 to 00 Bute. Free bus in connectionwith the Hotel.
•*' ..
10-ly
“
800 10 00 17 00 Holland,
10 00 17 00 25 00
14 Column ..
Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
17 00 25 00 40 »0 TJHCENIX
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R’y depot,
25 00 40 00 66 00
has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and its
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommodachanges.
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
OCOTT’
W. P. Scott, proprietor.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubThis hotel is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and
lished whttout charge for subscribers.
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.50 per day. Good accomAll advertising bills collectablequarterly. modations can always be relied on. Holland,
8-ly

HOTEL.

vy

Mich.

2
8

Farm

inetead of clay and gravel aa originallyprayed for,
be need on that part of Eleventh atreet lying between River and Maple street*,reepectfn Jy report and recommend that gravel of the kind aiked
for in the petition be anbatltuted for cla/ and
gravel, and that the city eurveyor be directed to
make an eetlmateof the coat of uaing gravel
alone. Instead of clay and gravel, and report the
same to the Connell forthwith.— Adopted.

I

O

Mich.

Taking Effect, Sunday, May 18, 1884.
From
From Chicago

Holland

Chicago.

to

Ni’t Day|M u
Exp. Exp.|

Mail.

TOWNS.

p.m. p.m.ia. m.
I»t05
10 80
10 40
11 82
11 55
1 25
1 50
8 15

780

Nl’t

Exp. Exp.

m. >.m. a.m.

p.

1 10 10 I5l ....Holland ..... 255 0 05 4
4
10 35 East Sangatuck 2 45
10 45 .New Richmond. 245 942 4
2 05 11 80 ..Gd. Junction.. 205 9 07 3
2 17 11 50
...Bangor.
287 8 55 8
800 1 05 .BentonHarbor.12 40 800 1
8 10 l 15
.St. Joseph...12 80 7 55 1
420 280 ..New Buffalo..11 80 7 18 12
6 50 5 2A ....Chicago.
855 840 9

a.m. p.m

50
28
18

80
10
55
50
45
55

let. At Columbia Engine House No. 2, 680
of linen and 100 feet of rubber hose In good
prepared to furnish order. At Eagle No. 1, 620 feet of linen hose in
order.

isfaction, we guarantee it to be the best
and purest ever put in the market. Every
sack we will warrant, if put up in our own
sacks and branded “Purity, new process

A

17

to

l

AN RAALTE,

B. dealer in Farm Implements
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

Raplda.

From Holland
Grand

p.m. is. m.
8 00 15 00
3 12| 5 13
8 30 5 35
3 43 5 50
10 45 4 00 6 10
p.m. p.m.|a. m.

to
Muskegon.
1

Notarr PuMlci.

Holland.

a.m.lp. m.
....Holland ..... 10 10 1 15
....Zeeland ..... 10 0)
.. Hudson vllle... 9 45
....Grandville... 9 32 tv t
..Grand Rapids.. 9 15 12 25
a.

CTEGENGA, A.

p.m.
P-®;

P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan. 9-ly

0

50
50

9
9
9
9
8
78

40
40
15
55
85

|

Pknlelaai.

m. p.m. p.m.

TAaai

< xv. o.. ruytuuitn auu ourgeuu, cau ue
found in his office, cor. River and Eighth
streetsin Vanderveen'aBlock.

MUSKEGON
BRANCH.
J

Jj

From Muskegon

From Holland

Holland.

to

p.m p.m. p.m.
....Holland... 1 10 800 940 ITREMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon, Resi...West Olive...
285 9 17 iv deuce on Twelfth street,.cor. of Market
...Johnsvilie....
227 907 atreet. Office at the drag atore of Kremers A
..Grand Haven.. 12 95 205 8 50 Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 mM and
50-1 y
...Ferryaburg... 12 at 2 (10 840 from 5 to 6 p.

1

...

p u. p.m. a.m.

m.

Muskegon... 11 53 1 25 78 05
p.m. p. m. p.m.

to

TTATES, O. E., Physicianand Surgeon. Office
X at residence on the corner of River and

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Allegan.

From Holland

1

Dr. B.

Holland.

Mich. Officehours

Pass. Mix'd Pass. STATIONS
A. M. A. N. r. m.
10 10 520 505 L. Toledo. A
11 02 700 608 ..Dundee*..

JJIGGIN8,

11
11
11
12
12
12
12
1
1
1
1

27
82
48

7 54

8

804
825

6
6
6
7

00

9 00
15 9 80
40 10 25
59 11 05
07 11 20
19 11 46
80 12 10
52 1 06
222 2 22
284 2 49

19

802
2 47
2 21
2 01

..Moscow.. 8 44

153

41
80
1 06
12 87
9 22 ...Ceresco.. 7 19 12 25
880
700
9
40
Battle
Cr’k
12 05
256
820 4 15 P. M. August*.. A. M. 11 43
.Yorxville..
11 84
829 483
11 28
888 446
..Richland..
10 49
..Montleth.
4 18 0 03
10 89
....Fisk....
4 27 « 28
10 88
..Kellogg..
488 686
10 20
A Allegan L
4 45 7 00
A. X.
P. M. P. M.
1

1

.

of Jncksou’s ac-

was six hundred and

cession to power,)

ninety. This does not include the

little

army of clerks and others who were et

hundred

the disposal of some of the six

and

ninety. ^

be

ber cannot

was cot

Though tbe

exact num-

ascertained, I presume it

less than ten

thousand.”

Again of the dark days of this administration, Parton says:
while, reigned in

knew what

“Terror meanWashington. No man

offences

were

reckoned

causes of removal, nor whether he hid tr

bad not committed the unpardonable sin.”

“The "gloom of suspicion,”says Mr.
Stausbury,himself an efflce.holder,“per-

vaded tbe face of society. No man
deemed It safe and prudent to trust his
neighbor, snd tbe Interiorof tbe depart-

ment presented

a fearfuleceue of

guarded

silence, secret intrigue, espionage sod

tale-bearing.A casual remark, dropped
lo tbe street, would, within

an hour, be
many a

repeated at bead-quarters,and

man

received unceremonious dismission,

who could not

3
8
2
1
1

42
10
47
55
20
1 07
12 87
12 10'

u.

26-ly.

A

BAUMGARTEL,

Freight fend Ticket

Agent

Chicago and West

M.

[RAILWAYS-

B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal-

Congress, appointedto a foreign misstou,

No. 3.

Civil

Servioi Bsform, —Origin and consulted the Presideutas to the choice
Ahntet in the Civil Sirof a secretary of legation. Tbe President

of

vice of th* United Statei.

and Canadas. Money

declined to advise, but oo tbe gentleman’!

circumstances conspire to cor> mentioning the name ef a young man
then employed in tbe atate department,
rupt tbe civil service of a nation. In the
who had been recommended to him for
first place the natural tendency of all

Many

points in things human

can be saved by purchasingtickets of me.

to gravitate downward,

the peat, General

T advise yen,

FacilladesceninaAverno est.

In the second place, as

a nation growl Be

is

Jackten promptly laid:
te take the mao.

sir, not

not a good judge of preaching.0 On

it appeared that tba uofertunate
REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and Through Bills of Lading issued and rates In wealth and population, It
dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market given for freights to til points, Call and plicity of early times. Vices creep In. youth had expressed an opinion advene
and Eighth Street.
to the President’i eu the merite ef e
see me before making your journey or The foundations of private and public
TfTYKOUYSEN, H., dealer In Watches,Clocks. shipments.
moralityare tapped end the body politic preacherboth happened te hear on the
TV Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
WM. BAUMGARTEL, becomes rotten. Again, the sense ef in tame occasion in the Methodist Episcopal
Cedar itreeta.Uelland
24-1 y.
Agent Chicago and West MichiganRailway. dividual responsibility is lost ts the nt- Church in Washington. Bine Utae Uteri-

loses the sim- inquiry

1)

D

Holland, Mich., Nov.

0ur

10

8 12

753
789
6 15
5 55

640
5 15

A. M.

AG.

1888. 42tf

Common

Product. Eto.
(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Applet, « bushel .................
$1 00
Beans, V bushel ............... 1 25
Buttor.ll lb ........
Eggs, V dozen .......
Honey, 9 ft .........
Oniona, 9 buahels..
Potatoes, 9 bushel. ••••••••«

Grain, Peed, Eto.
(Carrectedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, 9 bushel .............

Bran, 100 lbs

..........

.

.....

Barley, 9 100 1>.
Clover seed, 9 8>
Corn Meal
Heal 9 100 Da ..........
Corn, shelled 9 bushel ......
Floor, 9 brl .................
.
Fine Corn Meal 9 100 lbs ....

9

$

.i

890

Feed, 9 t*m ................
100 ft 0 9 9 9 9 99
700
ton.
Middling, 9100 l> • • **•• •••
Oata,®I bu
Dushel....,
Pearl Barley, 9 100 1> ...............
Rye 9 bush .................... .
Timothy Seed, 9 bushel ..........
Wheat, whitoV buahel ......
..........
LancasterRed, 9 bushel.

RedFaltt

McHUGH,

• •

•

“

Jtorittir*.

General Passenger Agent

tion enlarges. Office Is sought, not
patrioticmotives, aa a

lomcuL.i

15

946
900

28.

Patferts.

1120

Train CoBBMstftoiu.

Connell.

Common Council met

from mael

benefit

Thus was inaugurated that system— ex-

in tbeojy and demoralizing in
which Mr. Mtrcy, we belivei
personal first fermnlated In tbe familiarmottof
“To tbe victors belong the spells." Ever

ting the State by devotingtime and talents ecrable

Holland, Mich., July 15, 18B4,
Tbe

means of

In regular session

to the public service, but ae an avenue to

wealth or power or pleasure, to
emolument.

practice—

and was called to order by tbe Mayor.

These are among tbe circnmstancea since that disastrous presidencyef Jack-'
Member* present: Mayor Beach. AM. Ter
Vree, Beuktraa, Bnrgeis, Werkman, Kanters, whicli have contributed to deterioratethe son, tbe public service has been regarded
Boyd, and the clerk.
tone of our public affairs. Our oation as an arena for political combatant! ef
Minutes of last meeting were r ad and approved.
has grown from three to fifty-six millions
rarrrioNiand accounts.
our territory,from a narrow atrip on the
J. Van LandefMd petitioned to be licensed or
appointed to up the main pipe* and do the
Atlanilc coast, comprisingthirteen states,
plumbing for the Holland City water works, provided a main pipe tipper is appointed or license to a broad zone of twenty degrees of latirequired to do the plumbing work.— Acceptedand
tude, extending from ocean to ocoan and
laid upon tbe table.
The folios log bills were pi csented for payment : numbering thirty-eight states snd ten terIB:
C. A W. M. K’y Co., freight .............. $
ritories, counting Alaska. The United
Viaaer A Kok, fire department repair*.
* 15
R.E. Werkman,
.... 175 Stales covers a larger area than the Roman
J. A. Ter Vree, teaming ...................
8 75
Wm. Van Patten, oil for fire department..80 Empire in her palmiest days, and baa
—Allowed and warrants ordered issued on tbe city
gathered into her ample bosom more natreasurerfor the severalamount*.
mtortb or standing conn rm is.
tionaiitiea than the eld geographers ever
The Uommlttr* on Streets and Bridges, to whom dreamed of. Twenty presidents, an ilwas referredthe petition of Jan Krol and nine
others, asking that the grade of Tenth street be lustriousline, during terms of varying
conUnned horn Maple atreet to tbe west aide of
Hope Collegeaddition, reported. r.cmnmenJin length have presided over the destiniesof
that the prayer of the petUwnerbe ^ranted an
the Republic.
tnat tne same be madu as n quoted, and that tbe
Let us see bow tbe lapse of time hat afcity surveyor bb directed t«» have profile* of said
part of said street made, togetherwith the cost
fected the civil service of the nation in
and expense of making tto- said grad*, and report
tbe same to the Connell at .bis earliest convene (lie matter of ‘appointmentsto aRd, reience.— Adopted.
The Committee on Streetsai d Bridges, to inxvais from inbordinatenon-politicalofwhom was referred the petitionof J. Rleubsas and fice*. During tbe eight years of General
elghUthere^pro^Ingthat ^CetUr sUeel^biitween

do*

do

every grade, a kind ef bear-garden, or, to
be more classical, a sort of stadlnm

where

athletespractice tbe various contestsif
the politicalpentatblum, running, jumping, wrestling, boxing— the victors proudly carrying off the spolia

opina, the van-

quished bound hand and foot and preyed
upon like another Premethens,Well did
Mr. Webster, In

a

speech before the con-

vention at Worcester in 1882, brand the

system in these scathingwords:
as I

know

earth In which,
there

is

"Aa

far

there is ue civilized country on

on a change of

rulers,

inch an inquisition for spoil ae

we have witnessed la this free Republic.
Tbe inaugural address of 1829, (Jackson's)
spoke ef a searching inquisition ef gov-

ernment

The meet seerchlng operation

of the present administration bis been its

didL^

l o. of o. r. v .
search for office and place. When
HoilandCltyLodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder
Washington’s administrationthere were any British minister, Whig or Tory, make
of Odd Fellows, bolds its regular meetings at Odd
ported aa* recommended tbe following to-wit:
only nine removals, and all for canse. inch an inquest f When did he ever go
Fellows Hall, Holland,Mich.,onTaesdayEvening
that the prayer of the petitioners be granted, exAttoraeyi.
of each week
cept to such part of said street ** has already been Mr. Adams made nine removals also, but down to low water mark to
arecordlally invited.
ordered graded by the Council, and your commitTTOWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand Vlaltlngbrothers
William Zum, N. G.
tee would recommend that tbe grade of Cedar it la believed tbit none were because -of a ing ef tide— waileret
XX Notary Public; River atreet
William Baumoa«t*l, R.
'
has 'been or differenceof political opinion
be conUnnedfrom where ft baa
take Stray

liuineM

8.

T.*L

IglAOTLW. H.^
A
esti

stow cor

m

Mich.

At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Duntorn, with
dee, with T. A. A.
T. At Brito
Wabash, 8t Lonls A Pacific. At Tecumaeb, with
Lake Shore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
L. 8. A M. 8. At Hanover with L. 8. A M. 8. At
Homer, with L. 8. A M. 8. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central.At Mai^
shall, with M. O. R. R. At Battle Creek, with
ChicagoA Grand Trunk and M. C. B. R. At Montettb, with Grand Rapids A Indiana. At Allegan,
with Chicago A West Mich, and L. 8. A M. 8.
slid
Trainsa ail
dally except Bnnday.
ffi.

WIKI.

the United States

400 500
185 4 11
880 402
3

from 12 to 2 p.

Watohiiu! Javairj.

A. N. P. X. P. My
1180 505 650

807 ..Hanover. 8 83
8 18 ..Pulaski .. 822
8 40 .. Homer.. 800
909 ..Marshall 7 82

number, during

thla year, 1829, (the year

Heuj Pfectiscmfutis.

<ate

|

Pass. Pass. Mix’d

783 . Addison.. 906
750 ..Jerome 8 51
7 67

but he admits that their

oil.

Belle tickets to til principal

oonrs iait

10 80
27 ... Britton.. 10 10
81 .Ridgeway.10 06
41 .Tecnmseh. 9 37
57 ..Tipton... 9 42
10 Cambridge 980

fY

We

Fkitigraphir.

Ohio Bailrotd.

Gntrsl Ttai

'

for his life cenceive or consmoke suck for Holland City water works.— Al- jecture wherein be had offended.'1
lowed sod a warrant ordered lamed on the city
Kremers & Bangs.
treaenrer for the money.
The most trivial causes led to appointThe clerk reported having Issned a warrant in
favor of A. L. Holmes for $028, being the amount ments and dlsmUsals. Tbe hero of New
guarantee that the Sherwin-Wil- due Mr. Holmea on laying the fourth mile of cast Orleans, inflated with military vanity,
iron water pipe, according to contract.
liams Prepared Paint when property used
would bear no opposition, but seems tb
MOTIONS AND BXBOLUTIONS.
will not crack, flake or chalk off, ana will
have adopted fer bis guidance in public
By Aid. Boyd—
cover more surface, work better, wear
ffeso/wd.That the Committee on Street* and affairs,a complacent syllegism of this
onger and permanently look better, than Bridges with the city marshal,make an Inspection of all the sldewslka of the city. and that the kind: land the Republic are one; who
any other paint, including white lead and city marshal cause all unsafe sidewalksto be repleases or displeases me is a friend or enpaired.— Adopted.
Kremers & Bangs.
emy
to the State; ergo, it Is for the public
By Aid. Werkman—
Besotted,That the time for receiving bids for good that such an one be appointedor relumber, for city purpose*,be and la hereby exmoved. An aneedete illustratestbe abtended one week.— Adopted.
Conncii adjourned.
surd lengths to which this species of
GEO. H. SIPP, ttfv I'lerk.
reasoning was carried.
member of

43-ly.

Vf ANTING, A. G.. Physician and Bargeon ;
office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty,

ivl

Taking EffectAprU 6lh, 1884.

oonrs win

•

stating the facts respecting the removals,

Tbe clerk presented a communication from Mr.
M. Walker requestingthe Connell to allow him
$150. tbe price aa agreed upon, for famishing

Growth

M

•
t Rons dally, all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains ran by Detroit time.
Mixkd Train* leave Holland, going north, at
7:50 am, arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m,
and at 10:08 p m. arriving at Muskegon
Muskegon at 12:10 a
m; also mixed trains leave Holland, going sooth,
at 5 50 a m and 8:85 a m.

Ledeboer.

Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the

From Allegan to

a.m. p. m.
p. m. a. m. 1
800 •9 00| ........ Holland ....... 10 10 1 35
820 8 801 ........ Fillmore ....... 9 50 1 05
8 33 8 50 ........ Hamilton ........ 9 42 12 50
8 47
9 80 ........ Dunning ........ 980 12 IK
4 15 10 10| ...... .. .Allegan .......
905 •11 85
p. m. a.m.l
a. m. p.m.

mo&ifui and

'

* *

wash brushes, call at

From Grd. Rapids
to

If you wish a bargain in Paints, White
Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White-

president.

Cel. Benton will not be suspected ef over-

19-tf.

V

a.m. p.m. p.m.

new

aided the election of the

The work was promptly begun.

Pa.

Holland.

to

in appointment
who had conspicuously

to office of those

OOONE

Chicago & West Michigan Bailway.

con-

spicuously opposed,and

47tt.

Hail Road'S.

Wash-

who had

moval from office of all

2nd. The following apparatus and department supplies:At Columbia engine house No. 2,
one hand Are engine and nineteen feet of snctlon
hoso, one two-whcolhose cart, fifteen Iron
wrenches, twelve rnbber coats, twelve robber
buckets and one wood alove and pipe in meeting
flour, City Mills.”
room. At Eagle engine house No, 1, one hand
Liver? snlSsleStatlti.
BECKER & BEUKEMA. fire engine ana seventeen feet of snctlon hole, one
two-wheel hose cart, one monkey wrench, nineteen Iron wrenches, one lantern,in bad condition,
U„ Livery
Office
X> andbarnouMarket street. Everythingflrst- FITS: All Fits stopped free by Dr. six rnbber coats, four trumpets,five nortles,two
class.
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer. No fits M inch, one Minch, and two 1 inch, and two box
stoves with pipe for the same; also seventyfeet
after first day’s use. Marvelous cures. of condemned robber hose. Star hook and ladder
TTAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boardin
XX stable. Fine rigs and good horses can a! Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fils company No. 1. occupyinga part of Eagle engine
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott's cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch St., house No. 1, have one truck, eleven ladders,
twelve leather buckets, twelve rubber buckets, five
Hotel.
88-tf
Phila.,
12-ly axes, two grappling hooka with rope, one pair of
tongs with rope and chain, five pike poles and
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable
three lanterna: ahd recommendthe purchasingof
iv Ninth street,near Market.
Ice.
one thousand feet or hoae in order that when the
Families desiring Ice at any time or for water works were completed there would be hose
XtaufaotorlM, Villi. Shopi, Ho.
enough to reach all building* within the city limthe season can leave their orders at the it*. —Referred to the committee on fire department.
pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors hardware store of
of Hugger Mills; (Steam Saw ana Flour
R. KANTERS & SONS.
The pound master reported according to resoluMills.) near foot of 8th strset.
tion of the Common Connell June 14,1884.—Filed.

HOTEL.

official circlesiu

'

it

(Jackson’s) inaugural address meant a re-

ported the following regarding hoeo, etc.:

fair

all

down

Inaugurationbefore

ington, that the Reform' alluded to in his

feet

now

of his

was known in

Cheap.

flour to the public that will give entire sat-

era began.

Mr. Parton: “The auu had net gene

After having completed our repairs and

changes we are

the United

quete the werdi ef hie biographer,

upon the day

paint

NOTICE.

HOTEL.

new

States,a

12-3m

IT

1

Gxntlxjiin :— Your Committee on Street! and
whom wae referred the petitionof P. J.
Doyle and eight other*, taking tbit grnvul alone,
Bridge* to

The Committee on Poor reported p relenting the
slml-monthlyreport of the Director of the Poor
in large and small cans at
and laid committee recommending $84.50 for the
support of the po^r for the three weeks ending
Kremeks & Bangs.
Auguitfl, 1884, and having rendered temporary
aid to the amount of $5.— Adopted and warrant*
ordered iasued on tbs city treasurer for the
Fruit
for Sale
several amounts.
Eighty-seven acres with buildings. 8,000
JnsticeH. H. Post reported that since his last
bearing trees. Beautiful location. Fronts preceedlng report, no Judgments had been renon Macatawa bay, south side, half way be- dered for violationof the penal laws of this atate,
nor for violationof any ordinance of the city, and
tween City and Park. For price and that no moneys had been receivedby him for
terms apply to G. 8. HARRINGTON,
Judgements or fines either for violation of the
Holland, Mich. penal laws of thla atate nor for violation of citv
ordinances since hi* last previous report.-Filed.
The chief engineer of the fire department re-

The Sherwin-Williams prepared

$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1,75 if
paid at three months, and $$.00 if
paid at six months.
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Texas. They were close friends before the fight, and no cause can be found
for the quarrel. . .Seven stores on Market
street, Chattanooga, valued at $50,000, were
swept away by fire.
Dallas,

.

FOLL VND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

w.

THE EAST.
Whilh
Adam

going to church at Erie, Pa.,

WASHINGTON.

To A

reporter at Lockport, N. Y., Gen.

Butler said he did not like the Democrati*

that in October, 1882, B. J. Parish’s two

Erie County Savings Bank, was arrested on

Ring-worm is caused by a parasite
is known hr its circularform. It

and

Color— Fill a bottle made of color- phanio acid, 6 to 10 grains; vaseline,1
less glass with the water; look through ounee; mix and apply night and mornthe water at some black object; the ing. This ointment cured three casest
water should appear perfectly colorless for me and may be found useful in the.

and free from suspended matter. A treatment of others. Pencilling with-,
muddy or turbid appearance indicates sulphurous sold and water in equal
the presence of soluble organic matter, parts will cure some cases.
or of soluble matter in suspension. It

boys, aged 12 and 14 years, died suddenly.
having embezzled the funds
It now turns out that a negro named New.
cordance
with
the
civil-service
rules.
of the institution,$150,000, and was comWater for Infants.— Some twomitted in default of $100,000 bail....
should be “clear as a crystal.M
At the solicitationof some of the leadyears ago Dr. N. S. Davis, of Chicago,,
The millineryhouse of S. & J. Sommerich,
Odor— Empty out some of the water,
ing trade and indnstrial organizations of
negro
called attention to the conditionof the
of Now York, has failed for $90,000. The
woman
who
a
few
days ago told Parish. leaving the bottle half full; cork np blood of infants in summer, which we*
the
country
the
Secretary
of
State
last
winpiper of J. de Riviera & Go., sugar-dealers
Carpenter was arrested and said he got the the bottle and place it for a few hours might term ex aqueous, due to the exin the same city, has gone to protest, but ter directed the preparation of a circular
poison from a negro doctor, Ned Macks, a in a warm place ; shake up the water, re
they claim that with $1,000,000 in goods on letter with a view to securing through Concessive amount of liquid lost by perhand they will soon be able to resume,... sular officers the fullest obtainable informa- notoriously bad character. Macks was also move the cork, and critically smell the spiration, and which he deemed predisThe Toronto champion lacrosse team de- tion concerning the conditionof labor arrested.A posse of half a dozen men had air contained in the bottle. If it has posed the system to the Summer disthem in charge, when the prisoners were any smell, and especially if the odor is
feated the Americans, just returned from throughout the world, and especially in
eases of chudren; and now Dr. Charles
seized by a disguised mob and hanged.
.
Europe, at New York.
Europe. Very full returns have been A masked mob took Dick Jones, a negro, in the least repulsive, the water shonld Bemsen calls attention to this point*
be rejected for domestic use. By heatA fire broke out in a bakery at Bradford, received from Consuls everywhere, and
from jail at Owensboro, Ky., and hanged
which has received altogethertoo tittle
are
now
in
process
of
preparation
in
the
Pa. Mrs. Reibley and her two children
him. The jailer fired on the narty, kilting ing the water to boiling an odor is attention. We all know how seldom
Bureau of Statistics of the State one man, and fatally wounoing another. evolved sometimes that otherwise does
and a Swedish servant girl perishedin the
an infant is given any more water than
Department for the press. The material
not appear.
that contained in its food, and yet we
flames. A gentlemannamed Clark, of Den- embodies information relating not only to The mob then ehot the jailer, who died
Taste— Water fresh from the well is
soon after.
ver, Colo., made a heroic attempt to rescue the rates of wages paid to all classes of
all see how eagerly they will often
After damage of $50,000 had been done nsully tasteless, even though it may drink when it is offered to them. A.
Mrs. Reibley. Two women were badly in- laborers but to the prices paid for the necjured in leaping from the burning building. essaries of life, clothing, rent, food, etc., by fire at the mission of San Jose, in Cali- contain a large amount of putreseible slightly depressed conditionof the anThe dry goods firm of Halstead, Haines not only from the American standpoint as to fornia, the old church was saved by the use organic matter. Water for domestic terior fontanelleis one of the earliest
use should be perfectly tasteless and
. .D. B.
symptoms showing the amount of wa& Co., of New York, made an assignment what the necessaries of life comprise, but of claret wine as an extinguisher.
remain so, even after it has been warmthe actual nature and qualityof the articles Buford A Co., of the Rock Island (HI.)
ter in the system to be below the standwith preferences of $417,000. Liabilities
consumed... .Within the limits of Wash- Plow Works, have made an assignment. ed, since warming often develops a
ard. Fretfulness, moderate rise of
are estimated at from $1,000,000 to $2,000,- ington a Chicago express train collided with
The liabilities ore $500,000, while the as- taste in water which is tastelesswhen pulse and temperature, a hot, dry skin*
000. The Mures are also announced a local passenger train, and several persons sets are placed at $800,000 ..... Burgert A cold. If the water, at any time, has a
and frequent desire to nurse, are other
of John W. McFarland, an iron manu- were killed.
Hart, wholesale boots and shoes, at Tole- repulsiveor even disagreeabletaste, it
signs. If not relieved, collapse is apt
facturerof Alliance,Ohio, and J. M. Hamdo, Ohio, have made an assignment, with should be rejected.
to set in. The treatment adopted for
burger, a picture dealer of New York....
liabilities
of
$100,000.
POLITICAL.
Heisch’sTaste for Sewage Contaminthese emergencies consists in wrapping
The weekly statementof the New York
It is understood that a successor to Judge ation— The delicacy of the sense of
banks shows a gain of $7,550,900 in reserve,
A dispatch from Albany, N. Y,, tells Drummond will not be appointed until De- smell or taste varies greatly in differ- the patient in a wet sheet, applying
how Gov. Cleveland received the news of cember, when Congress meets. Postmaster- ent individuals; one person may fail to cold to the head, and plying ae much
water to the mouth as the child will
his nomination by the Democratic conven- General Gresham will then be appointed aldetect the fonl contaminationof a given
sy ror years
swallow. The results of this simple
most
without
a
doubt.
In
the
meantime
Packard, acting President of Bowdoin Colwater, which would be very evident to
The first Intimationthe Governor receivedof business in the United States CircuitCourt a person of finer organization. Bnt if method have been extremely satisfactolege, died* suddenly. .. .The damage by fite
his nomination was when, sittlng'in his private will be seriouslydelayed.
ry, the child becoming quiet, and even
at Warn A Co.’s furniturefactory, Williamsthe cause of bad smell or taste exists in
room off the executive chamber, in the Capitol,
burg, N. Y., is estimated at $300,000.
Another reason is urged for the acquisi- water, the injurious effect on health going to sleep, while all the threatenhard at work on routine executivebusiness, he
ing symtoms / subsided with great
heard the boom of a cannon, the reverberations
tion of Cuba by the United States. It would
will remain the same, whether recogof which echoed back from the hills opposite
rapidity.—XTeati/iand Home.
the stately edifice. The Governor had come add to the sanitary safety of the nation. nized or not. Moreover, of some water
Doctoring in the Dark— In many
to the Capitol at the customary hour, We are constantlythreatened with the im- of very dangerous quality will fail to
Robert S. Ayers, agent of the Southern and examined a number of papers requiring
diseases several organs are more or lesa
portation
of
yellow
fever
from
Havana.
give
any
indication
by
smell
or
taste.
Kansas Railroad Company at Garnett, Kas., his early action. He remained quietly at If that city were controlled by Americans
implicated,and what seems a primary
work until half-past 12 o’clock. There
For these reasons I attach special ii
also agent for the Wells-Fargo Express were less than the customary number of chance it is urged that it would be a most healthy
portanoe to Heisch’s test for sewage ailment may be one only remote. For
and nothin* occurred to disturb the city, and the contagion-breeding
menace contamination or the presence of pn- instance, a severe headache may have
Company at that place, has been prosecuted callers,
ordinary routine of the day. At about half-past
several times for delivering packages contain- 12 o’clock Gov. Cleveland, with Adjt Gen. Farns- would be removed.
tresdble organic matter. The test is its origin in a disordered stomaoh. On
ing liquor to partiesin Garnett and vicin- worth, retired to the Governor's private room in
The horse Sour Mash was driven twenty so simple that anyone can use it. Fill the other hand, sicknessat the stomaeti
ity. The packages were sent from Kansas rear of the Executivechamber, to consider some
mat era concerningthe State camp. They were miles in 77:35 in Hampden Park, at Spring- a clean pint bottle throe-fourthsfull of may be caused by a blow on the head.
City, and the agent was not presumed to hard at work and apparently oblivloas of the
Boils and other eruptions on the surknow what they contained. He has been fact that a National Democratic Convention was field, Mass ____ The Court of Errors of New the water to be tested, and dissolve in
face often result from the imperfect
fined $50 in each case. In consequenceof In progress at Chicago. Every other moment a Jersey has released two printers of Decker- the water a teaspoonful of the purest
blue-coatedmessenger interrupted the town who were sentenced to long
the prosecutions,severalexpress companies
sugar-loaf or granulated sugar will action of the liver in eliminating effete
discussions
bulletin of the
have withdrawn their agencies from Garnett voting at Chicago, received from the Assembly, terms in State prison for criminal answer— cork the bottle and place it in matter from the system. So, offensive
excretions of the skin, are caused by
and other Kansas towns.
telegraph office. When the announcementof libel perpetratedby their employer,... a warm place for two days. If in t
Pennsylvania's
change was made a few friends/
this latter organ’s throwing off what
Twelve acres in the Toledo (Ohio) lum- of the Governor,who had by this time dropped A dispatchfrom Parker, Pa., says seven twenty-fouror forty-eight hours t
men were buried by an embankment caving
ber district were burned over, the property Into the office, applauded vigorously. Soon after
water becomes cloudy or muddy, it is the kidneys or bowels have failed to
came the formal announcement of the first bal- in. Frank Gleason and Michael Misdo. A severe pain in the lower part of
destroyedbelonging to the Mitchell A lot. Still the Adjutant General continuedcall- cabrough were billed, and Bernhard Singer, unfit for domestic use. If it remains
the spine may be due to an irritation
Rowland Lumber Company, in whose yard ing off the figures from the proof in his band William Piper, Charles AUick, William perfectly clear it is safe to use.—
of a nerve near the base of the brain.
without watching to see If the Governor made
Sanitar
an.
lingthe fire started; Nelson, Holland A Co., the corrections. At about :4fi Gen. Farnsworth Kentnrach,and John Schalk injured. SingA pressure on one side of the brain by
and J. B. Kelly. The loss is $365,000, with the soldier'sinstinct,first heard the cannon er aud Piper are hurt internally,and will
an effusion of blood or water (serum)
shot
He
held
np
his
hand
and
said,
"Listen
I”
and the insurance about $340,000......
probably die.
fci the Upper Air,
turned, and then came another roar from
into one of its oavities,may oanse a parThe police of Milwaukee have arrested a They
Two Frenchmen claim to have solved
the brass "baby waker" that the Young
alysis of the opposite side of the body.
The value of the total imports of
man carrying on his person $10,000 worth Men’s Democratio Club bad stationed at
the problem of aerial navigation. They
of diamonds,on which ho was endeavoring the foot
State street Gen. merchandise of the United States, exThe seat of typhoid fever is in the uphave spent many long years in perfectto obtain advances from pawnbrokers.... Farnsworthpromptly jumped to his clusive of specie and bullion, for the
per part of the bowels: but some of its
and aid: “They are firing a salute. Goving their machine. It has been demW. S. Jackson, a Colorado Springs feet
worst symptoms are aften in the brain.
ernor, over your nomination." “That's what it calendar yea* 1883, amounted to $687,onstrated that birds and insects can
banker, has been appointed receiver for la," said Col. Lament "Do yon think so?" said
Uterine diseases are very often depend077,666, against $752,843,507 for the
the Goyernor.“Well, anyhow, we’ll finish np
travel through the air by aid of one oi
the Denver and Rio Grande Railway.
ent on diseases of the liver, and attenthis work," and at it they went again. If any previous year, showing a decrease for
W. R. McGill, President of the Cincin- doubt remained as to what the booming of c m- 1883 of $65,708,841.The value of the twelve different means of locomotion. tion to this latter organ, as well as to
These Frenchmen have taken for the
nati and Eastern Railroad, recentlylost his non meant. It was soon dispelled by a telephone total exports,domestic and foreign, exthe stomach, brain, spleen, eto., is far
call, which said: "Tell the Governor be has
base of their inventiona hint from the
life by a
from the door of a baggage- been nominated on the second ballot” Col La- clusive of specie and bullion, for the
more important than ordinary local
ment the private secretaryof the Governor, year 1883, amounted to $795,175,701, insect world. We all know that a thin treatment These facts with many
car on the trestle-work near Winchester,
conveyed the news. The Governor smiled. He'dia
sheet of paper, if .it could be kept
Ohio. It is now learned that he had been not seem to beat all nervousor excited. Hand- against $767,781,946 for the previous
others that might be given, help to
straight, or if bent downward at the
securing money on forced notes, the amount shaking followed, and then the Governor said, year, showing an increase for 1883 of
show why most persons are incompeinvolved being about $30,000, and the con- suddenly: "Lament, I wish you would tele- $27,193,755.The value of the total corners and edges, would float for a tent to “doctor/ themselves, and why
hone that to the mansion. Sisterswill want to
long period in mid-air. It is this prinvictiongrows that he committed suicide ____
ear It" The Colonel did so.
imports of specie aud bullion for the
patent medicines are quite likely to do
ciple of an extended surface, very flexiFour farmers from Macedonia, Iowa, apyear 1883 amounted to $36,209,318,
harm rather than good. In sickness,
peared in Council Bluffs, with search warble bnt nnder control, which is to be
against $22,500,913for the year previand even in ailments that may seem
rants issued by a Justice of the Peace, and
the guiding power of this very ingenious, an increase for 1883 of $13,708,almost trivia], the most jndioions course
demanded bottles of liquor, enforcingit
ous
flying
machine.
It
operates
by
setTwo boys and two girls went out on De- 4 05. The valne of the total exports of
is to seek the council of a skillful phywith drawn revolvers.They were soon arting in motion a set of rotatorywings,
sician. The years that such men nave
rested for carrying concealed weapons, and troit River, from Sandwich, Ontario. Their specie and bullion for the year 1883
something like those which are used to
were threatened with tar and feathers.
boat was capsized by the swell of a pro- amounted to $31,843,440,against $56,given to the study of disease and to the
Joseph Smith, son of the “prophet," and peller, and three of the party were drowned. 038,134 for the year previous, a de- raise the little imitation butterflies practice of medicine, make his opinion
two others from Utah, are at Richmond, One of the girls clang to the skiff all night crease for 1883 of $24,194,694.The commonly sold at bazaars and fancy of value, and worthy of confidence, and
Mo., comparing the Mormon Bible with and until tpe following afternoon, when total foreign trade of the United States, fairs, or as children’s toys. The prin- there is always a risk when a person
ciple of their action is that of scatterthe original manuscript from the plates al- she was rescued from a bank of rushes.
seeks to “doctor” himself.— FouI/i’f
imports and exports,exclusive of specie
leged to have been given by an angel to
ing the air, and creating vacuum, into
The
National Sons of Temperance of and bullion, was, for the calendar year
Companion.
Smith, Sr., but the reasons for the comwhich the air behind rushes, carrying
America held their conventionat Halifax, 1883, $1,482, 250, 367, against $1,520,825,parison have not been made public.
with it any solid body which may be
An Ancient Toast
Maud S., while exercising at Cleveland, N. S., last week. An increased member- 453 for the previous year, a decrease floating with il The apparatus is
for
1883
of
$38,575,086.
trotted a mile in 2.12£.
It
was
a grand day in the old chivalship was reported....The Baltimore and
described as consisting of a long shaped
ric times, the wine circling around the
“Billy” and “Charley" Hamilton were Ohio Company has nurchased the Pittsspheroidal balloon, measuring about
board in a noble hall, and the sculphanged at Warrensburg,Mo., for the mur- burgh, Clevelandand Toledo Road, and
twelve
feet
from
end
to
end
and
three
THE MARKET.
tured
walls rang with sentiment and
will honor the paper indorsed by Commoder of Carl Steible, a German ..... A sanifeet in diameter. At each end is ardore Garrison and the Andrews brothers.
NEW YORK.
song. The lady of each knightly heart
ranged a projectingaxis, having arms
tary circular,urging that precautions be
V.00
was pledge by name, and many a syllaIn the National Base -Ball League contest HOQB .............................5.25
taken to prevent and counteractthe inroads
like a windmill, with small cards fixed
ble ugnificant of loveliness had been
Floub—
Extra.
...................
5.00
the
Bostons
lead
with
40
games
won;
the
of cholera and suggesting the cleansing of
to them as soils. When one of theifl is
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago.
uttered, until it came to St. Leon’s turn,
streets, alleys, etc., has been issued by Providence has now 38, New York 34, Bufset in motion, the whole machine moves
No. 2 Red ......••••••••
when, 'lifting the sparklingoup on
the Illinois State Board of Health to cities,
Cobn-Nq.
........
forward
in
the
direction
of
the
axis
so
falo 27, Chicago 26, Cleveland21, PhilaOats— White ...................... 38
towns, and villages ____ Everett A Weddell,
delphia 18, and Detroit 13. In the Union Pobk— Mesa ......................
working, and continuesto do so as long high—
15.25
private bankers at Cleveland, made an as“I drink to one," he wild,
Association St Louis has now 36 games,
CHICAGO.
as tho sails revolve. By stopping these
"Whose immage never may part,
signment. Their assets ore reported to Boston 26, Chicago 25, Baltimore23, Cin- Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 6.75
sails,
and
starting
those
at
the
other
Deep graven on a grateful heart,
Fair to Good ........... 6.25
greatly exceed their liabilities,which amount
cinnati21, Philadelphia 16, Washington 14,
Till memory la dead. f
Butchers' .............. 5.00
end a contrary movement is imparted,
to $1,000,000, and it is expected that the
and Kansas City 3. In the Northwestern Hoos ............................
and
so also with another similar appasuspension will be only temporary.
"To
one whose love for me shall last
League the Grand Rapids and Quincy have Floub— Fancy White Winter Ex
When lighter passions long have passed,
ratus affixed to the lower side of the
Good to Choice Spring...
The CincinnatiCoroner has just re- won 36 games each, Bay City 34, Peoria 31,
Bo holy tin and trne;
Wheat— Na 2 Soring .............so
balloon and intendedto make it descend
To one whose love has lunger dwelt.
turned a verdict on account of the deaths Saginaw 30, Milwaukee 23, and Minneapolis
No. 2 Red Winter ........ 87
toward the ground. There is also an
More deeply fixed, more keenly felt,
and Muskegon 19 each.
Corn— No. ..................... .51
in the riots there some months ago. He
Than any pledged by yon?
Oats— No. ............ ..........»
arrangement of screens on each side of
Rye -No. ...........
60
finds that the rioters were killed by the offithe several sets of sails, by which the
.
Bach gnest upstartedat the word.
Babley—No. 1 ............
60
cers of the law in the discharge of their
And Md a hand npoh his sword
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 17
coarse can be made to deviate to the
duty in preserving the peace, which is anyWith fiery flashing eyes;
Fine Dairy ..............
18
Mb. Andrew Cabneoie, the Pittsburgh
right or the left. There is no reason to
And S’.anly said, "We crave the name,
thing but satisfactory to the Germans.
Cheese— FnU Cream ..............
08
millionaire,has quarreled with his English
doubt
but
that
the
air
will
be
navigated
Proud
kn.ght, of this most peerleaa flame
Skimmed Flat ..........03
Whose love yon count so hlgn."
successfully before the close of this
partner, Mr. Samuel Storey, M. P., over the Eoos— Fresh. ..................... 15
Potatoes— New, per brl ......... 2.00
century, and man wiU eventually dismanagement of their half a dozen halfpenny Pork— Mess ......................22.25
St. Leon paused, as if he would
Not breathe her name in careless mood
07
cover there is not only one but many
The first monument to a woman raised newspapers.Camegie furnished the money Lard ........ ......TOLEDO.
Thun lightly to another;
ways of sailing securely through the
85
Then bent h a noble head as though
in the United States was unveiled at New and Storey the brains for the journalis- Wheat— No. 2 Red ................
Corn— No. 2.... .................
A*
open sii.—Demoresl’s Monthly,
To give that name the reverence due,
Orleans, in memory of Margaret Haughery, tic enterprises. Storey was making the
And gently said "My Mother."
known as the Orphans’ Friend, whose papers too radical, Hence the quarrel. . Oa»-No. ..... MIL w AU KEE.
A
Limited
Liability Company.
Wheat-No.
.....................
so
benevoletce was extended to all worthy At Whitehaven,England, Irish NationalSocial Rivalry,
Corn-No. ....................... 47
calls for assistance.
“Do you insure people engaged in
ists made an attack on an Orange proces- Oats— No. ....................... 32
said a fl(ew York girl, “do
dangerousoccupations?” asked a man
The Louisiana Board of Health has in- sion. Shots were exchanged,and several Barley— No. 2..... ...... ........ .54
you know that at the Fitzsimmonsdinpersons seriouslyinjured. A telegraph boy Pork-Mcss ......................1625
with
a
sling
over
his
eye
and
who
hobstructed quarantineofficers to detain all
mn .............................7.00
ner party yesterdaypeaches were steryed
was killed.... The Gladstone party refuses
bled into the office with a crutch.
ST. LOUIS.
Is coming from Toulon, Marseilles,or
to accept the compromise offered by the Wheat-No. 2 ..................... 84
“Certainly,” replied,the insurance in unlimited quantities?”
cholera-infected ports ____ Paul Tory" Peers through Lord Wemyss on Corn— Mixed. ..................... 45
“Yea, I heard about it.”
agent,
“we insure men who work in dythe world-renownedchess-player, the franchise bill. This probably ends Oats— No. ....... ...............26
“They are a hateful set They knew
Rye. ...............................55
namite
factories and powder mills.”
in New Orleans.
the negotiations for the present....
that
we are to give a dinner party next
“Then I want my life insured for $8,Three men were executed at Fort Smith, China continues to maintain her bluster in Pork— Mess ..... ciNGTONATl1800
week,
and they gave theirs just to spite
000,”
said
the
.man
hobbling
to
the
the dispute with France, and the latter is Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ 90
Ark., for murders committed in Indian
58
us”
desk.
reported as firm and determined. A week Corn ............................
OAT»-Mlxed. ..................... »4
Territory.
“Why so? ’ asked the mother.
“What is your business?"
will settie the question of whether it will Pork— Mesa,.......; ............. 18.00
A DUEL was fought at Lozier Station, end in war or peace. England, it is report- T.Aiin ..............................07
“Why so?” the daughter repeated.
“I am—”
DETROIT.
Texas, on the Southern Pacific Railway, at ed, is inciting China to fight.
A train
“Because they must have heard that we
"Can’t insure you.”
Flour ............................«.oo
thirty paces, between Lieut. Cunningham,
Wheat— No. l « bite. ............ l.oi ly A.V2
“Why, I thought you just said that are to serve peaches, and they wanted
Corn— Mixed. ..................... 6J
to be the first to do so. I only hope
you—"
commander of the Seminole scoats, and a
Oats— No. 2 Mixed.. ..... ....... 83
they won’t go down any in price.”—
“That’s
all
right,
but
we
can’t
take
Pork—
Mess
............
19.25
@19.75
ider named Daly. The weapons used The British Government has information
INDIANAPOLIS.
•Philadelphia Catt.
such
a
heavy
risk
os
yours.
We’ve
got
fired, re- that Osman Digma has seized the port of Wheat-No. 2 Red .......
...... 85
to draw the line somewhere.”-— Xottiawounding of Cunninghamin Asis, six miles from Suakim. . .The chol- Corn— Mixed ...................... 48
What Sunday is to Christians,MonJ0
ville Journal
known in the era epidemic at Marseilles is spreading. Oats— Mixed ...................
EAST T.THTOffgn
day
is to the Greeks, Tuesday to the
The people are fleeing from the city in
the charge of

.

m

ties

Readily B« Detected.

In suspected potable water for pernominees, but he would take no definite
action until he had read the letters of ac- sons who can not command chemical
ceptance of all the candidates.
analysis the followingtests are recoup with tinctureof iodine or aoetio acid
The Mark Lane Express, in its weekly mended as being generally available night and morning will be quite suffireview of the British grain trade, says; and reliable :
cient. An ointment made of ohrysa-

“Trade in foreign wheat very dull. The
The pension appropriationbill provided market is decidedly weaker, especially for
for 150 additionalspecial examiners in con- American, the supply being excessive."
nection with the Pension DepartmentThe
A dispatch from Starkville, Miss., says

Brabender, President of the wrecked
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MICHIGAN AFFAIM.

nition on the creature’s left hand, which
1 he left us to
WORKSHOP ITEMS.
was raised, holding the unbuttoned flap
pour out our mutual woe at leisure.
Oh. ye«, 111 t«ll you the
i- The dty of Detroit is out of debt
That night I found it impossible to of his coat in front of him (a favorite A suitable place (or everything,and everythin it
The very words ttut were said.
In its place.
Ton sed the suppor was cooking,
^lep. The atmosphere was so close trick of mine), the very ring Olga had A proper
time for everything,and everything
— Owosso will have a new 15)000 City
eflorng some broad,
And! .wass si
and oppressivethere seemed to be no given me a week ago, and which was
done in Its time.
And Blobard came into the pantry;
Hall
A distinct name ior everything,and everything
air to breathe, and a dull feeling of un- also on my finger at that moment
Hf* laco was exceedingly red.
called by Its name.
—Flint's poptistionfigures oat just
For one long minute I sood stupefied A certain nse (or everything,and everything
defined apprehension haunted mo perHe opened his half-shot fingers,
;
put to Its use.
with
horror,
the
next
I
darted
forward
sistently
through
long
hours
of
wakeAndjave mo the glimpseof a ring;
And then— jh, yea, I remember,
Tempebdm Tools.— A tool, after it
fulness and miserable brief dozes, re- after that terrible familiar form, which
—The Telegraph estimatesKalamazoo's
The kettle began to sing,
fusing to be charmed away by the crossed the street and went on toward has been forged, should be so hardened
And Fanny came in wl h her baby—
population at 15,000.
voice of reason. Haggard, unrefresb- onr door. I felt sure that I must be or tempered that it will never want to
Theounningest bit of a thing.
— Bt Johns has 2,550 by the new census,
ed, and still conscious of the same mad, or in the clutches of some hideous come to the fire again until it is so worn
And the biscuit were out in a minute—
a
gain
of 180 since 1880.
nightmare.
Oh!
for
some
power
to
down
£hat
it
requires
reforging.
Tins
vague
foreboding
clawing
at
my
heart,
Well, what came uext? Let me seeOh! Fanny was there with the baby,
I left that bed of suffering at an un- shake it off and awake. But no! the saves the time lost in a second harden—There is talk of organizing a special
And wc all nat down to tea,
wonted hour in the morning, and de- area railings had a firm and chill real- ing, and it avoids the damage alwavs
And Grandma looked over her glasses
detectiveforce at East Baginaw,
Bo queer at Richard and me.
scended to the library, now a desert of ity when I touched them. My footsteps done to the cutting power by rehar Jen—The Postofflco at Mackinaw City bebare boards, dotted about with pre- and those others sounded nil too solidly ing without forging.
But it wasn’t till after milking
cipitous islands under dusty cloths. on the deserted pavement. I even
The he said what he bad to say.
Black Dy* eob Wood.— First sponge came a money-order office July 1.
How was it? Oh! Fanny had taken
Here a pipe, that unfailing comforter caught myself deliriously smiling at a the wood with a solution of chlorhydrute
—Four pound of speckled trout are
The baby and gone away—
of
dejected manhood, restored some peculiar trick of walking in the thing of aniline in water, to which a small
ThG_iumiteBtrogue of a fellowcaught every day near Marquette.
lie had a new tooth that day.
balance to my disordered mind, but I in front, with which Barbara had often quantity of chlorideis added. Allow it
—The demand for tenement houses at
still felt very depressed, and was pre- taunted me. It was an extraordinary to dry, and go over it with a solution of
We were standingunder the plnm tree,
And Rhhaid said something low,
paring to go forth and seek the restora- opportunity of seeing oneself os others potassium bichromate. . Repeat the Bay City greatlyexceeds the supply.
But I wan tired and tluHtered,
tive dear to every unhinged Briton, an see one, but what mortal could have process twice or thrice, ana the wood
—An Alpena firm presented the police of
And trembled, I almost know;
early swim, when the door opened, and availed himself of it under such circum- will take a fine black color, unaffected
For old Red Is the hardest of milkers,
that city with a new set of regulation hats.
And Brlndle’s so horrible slow.
to my amazement Olga glided into the stances?
by light or cliomicals.
I staggered on behind him, unable
room, pole and drooping, with dark
And that— let me aeo— where was I?
Glue to Rebut Moisture,— The —The census retums will show that
Oh! the stars grow thick overhead,
lines under her brown eyes. After to diminish the twenty yards or so that
preparationsare : One pound of glue Adrian has 0,300 population, or thereaAod wo two sto d tinder the plum tree
mutual exclamations and greetings,I separated us. Would ho stop at No,
Till the chickens flow up to bed—
melted in two quarts of skimmed milk. bout.
demanded the reason of her wan and 204? The suspense was almost intolWell, he loved me, and we’re to be married—
If stronger glue is required add powder—The assessed valuation of Bay City
And that is— about what be said.
disappeared
dejected appearance. She did not an- erable. He did.
ed chalk to common glue. Another this year in round numbers will be $10,
swer at first, but turned her face away through the door, though the only surreceipt for marine glue is : One port
000,000.
and tormented the braid on her travel- viving latch key was in my hand. When
of India rubber, twelve parte of mineral
I
reashed
the
door
it
wag
shut
and
The Clerk’s Tale,
ing-dress in silence. “Well, if you will
naphtha or codl tar; heat gently, mix * —The population of Ithaca has increased
*' " •
know, dear friend," she said at last, bore no signs of any unusual treatment.
and add twenty parts of powdered shel- from 600 in 1880 to 1,309, according to the
It was a suffocatingevening early in with a charming gesture of resignation, I could not go in; I could not follow
lac. Four out on a slab to cool. . When late oenijns.
August, and I left my work at the for- “I think your old foreign office has be- into the House and run the risk of used to be heated to about 25U degrees.
—The ladies of Flint have presented to
eign office to plod home to dinner witched me. No, it is that unhappy meeting that on the dark stairs. A A good glue cement to resist moistnre
through the dusty parks in the worst T„ who has the evil eye, for I have a horror unspeakable had taken possesthat city a spacious brick building and an
may also be made as follows: One
epirits. The wrongs of a junior clerk feeling as if some danger was hanging sion of my senses; I turned and fled,
part glue, one part of black resin and extensive library.
whose long-promisedholiday had just over you, and I could not sleep all and spent uncounted hours in walking one-quarterpart of red oehre. mixed
—John W. dheavons was killed at the
been snatched away from him on the night for it 0 Harry I” continued the about the silent streets and squares,
with the least possible quantity of Vulcan furnace by being jammed between
unconscious
of
the
lapse
of
time.
«veof fulfillment were boiling in me; impetuous damsel, suddenly throwing
water; or, four parte glue, one part of
an ore oar and a post.
The early sunshine aroused and
I felt that they cried out for justice in aside the dignity with which she was
boiled oil (by weight) and one part of
a free country. Everything was pre- wont to treat me, now that the worst cheered my scatted wils. Gradually
—Henry Moyer’s 7-year-oldeon was
oxide of iron.
pared for this month’s leave which was was out, “come away with ns to-day. the sounds of common life awakening
dangerouslywounded in the book by a
Iron
Paint.—
A
recent
German
into have begun the next day. My father Never mind a thousand governments brought bock my reasoning faculties;
vention, composed of pulverized iron falling pitchfork at Hudson.
had taken a house on one of the most and clerkships ! I will not go without the discordantcry of that bird of dawn
and linseed varnish, is intended for
—A Marshall farmer has ben arrested
attractive slopes above Grasmere, and yon. Something dreadful will happen ; the early sweep, was as music • in my
coveringdamp walls, outer Avails, and,
ears,
and
seemed
to
make
the
dreadyou
feel
it
too.
You
look
fit
for
the
the family residencein Lancaster Gate
charged with driving sheep infected with
in short, any place or vessel exposed to
already bore that denuded and forlorn hangman yourself.” It took me a long i*2i night fade into remoteness and unfoot-rotover the public highways.
the action of the open air and weather.
appearance which precedes a general while to restore Olga to calmness. I reality,
—A Kalamazoo man refuses to answer
Should
the
article
to
be
painted
be
exfamily flight.
had breakfasted laughed at her prognosticationsand I made my way back to Lancaster
posed
to
frequent
changes
of
temperathe
questionsof the census enumerator,
gaily, picnic fashion, with old and in- was careful to betray no similar feel- Gate, footsore and exhausted. The
ture,
linseed
oil
varnish
and
amber
and proposes to have the courts sCe if he
adequate implements; we had prophe- ings on my own part. She was more milkman was driving merrily up and
varnish are mixed with the paint ineied with unabated cheerfulnessdining or less convinced at last of the utter down ; when I reached our door stops
has to answer.
with still fewer of the appliances of ruin it would be to my future prospects it seemed a year since I had last as- tended for the first two coats, without
—Henry Moeller,a German, who bad been
the addition of any artificialdrying
civilization,the family plate being not to desert my post, and we were reason- cended them, I rushed to my room ; it
a
resident
of East Saginaw for twenty-five
medium. The first coat is applied
lost but gone before to Grasmere. The ably resigned if not cheered by break- was, of course, empty, the bed untouchrather
thin,
the
second
a
little
thicker,
years,
dropped
dead on the street of paralyed. But on the pillow and turned
house was in as uncomfortable a state fast time.
and
the
last
in
rather
a
fluid
state.
The
sis
of
the
heart.
as much packing and putting away
Well, I saw them all off from Enston down sheet, exactly where my head
could make it, for my people intended Station, and trailed away a hapless and shoulders would have been in the paint is equally adapted as weather—Albert Ira, a respectedcitizen of Wheatproof coating for wood, stone, and iron ;
to spend between two and three months victim, to my dreary task in the exalt- natural course of things, lay the rnins
land,
Mecosta Oonnty, who submitted to
at ‘Emerald Bank.’ Hero was I, with ed gloom of White Hall. That day of a large bust, the Hermes, which hod nor is it necessaryto previouslyfree the
(hroe
amputations
in order to overcome the
my wings outspread for flight, caught seemed interminable; yet there was been wont to stand on a bracket over latter from rust, grease, etc., a superficial
cleaning
being
sufficient
The
effects
of
a
frozen
hand, died finally.
back and doomed to remain in solitude, nothing to look forward to at the end the head of the bed. This bracket my
paint
will
prove
a
valuable
auxilliary
to
with dismantledrooms and furniture of it, and still with the previous night’s mother had frequentlyentreatedme to
—Congressman El dredge gives notice
lurking under dust sheets for company weight on my spirits, I started on my replace by a firmer support; it bad manufacturers.
that there will be a competitive examinaSomebody says large articles of brass
and all because an unstable senior way back to the howling wilderness in given away at last under the pondertion for a West Point cadetship from the
ous weight of the bust, which, striking and copper which have become very
clerk suddenly declared that his health Lancaster Gate.
Second District, to be held in Adrian July
demanded instant change of air, inNear Hyde Parkf corner, where very against the iron rail of the bed, had much soiled may be cleaned by a mix30.
stead of waiting to take his holiday few carriages remained to make hay of broken into two or three murderous ture of rotten-stone (or any sharp
later on, as he had intended.The tale the dust, I was startled from melan- portions that reposed on the pillow and polishing powder) with a strong solution
—An indnlgent parent at Hilliard's, Alleof woe is not complete, for Olga Field- choly reflection bv a great bang on the sheet, the bracket only having chosen of oxalic acid. After being thoroughly gan Connty, recentlycowhided his daughing, to whom I had been but three back. Turning sharply round I con- to glance off on to the floor. Had I cleaned the metal should be wiped ter, a young lady of 20 years, for not comweeks betrothed,was coming with us to fronted that atheletic giant, Jack l>een there Hermes must certainly have off with a cloth moistened with soda or
ing to her breakfast when he told her to
potash, and a very light coating of oil
Grasmere, and we had promised our- Oliver, who had been at the same col- crushed my skull
Thrilledwith fresh emotion, but too should be applied to prevent the fur- do so.
selves a month of unalloyed bliss among lege as my self, and whom 1 had not
— Ludington Record: We yesterday witthe Westmoreland hills before she w as met since wo took our respective de- exhausted then lo meditate long over ther corroding action of the acid. A
obliged to go back to her filial duties grees at Oxford three years before. At the event, I went slowly down to the more powerful cleaning agent, because nessed a spectacle of whioh we have read,
in Copenhagen. There, as her mother Oriel I had been wont to write Jack dining room, and fell asleep on the sofa. more corrosive, is finely powdered bnt never before have seen, of a strong#
potash mixed with
was dead, she had to preside over all down an ass, because his invariably The old charwoman, who appeared chromate
able-bodied man pleading for the admission
matters, social and domestic,in her boisterous spirits and perpetual nthe- later with my breakfast, told mo she had twice its bulk of strong sulphuric acid,
of his old and helplessfather to the pogrfather’s extensive establishment.
letics were at times a perfect nuisance, been startled by hearing a loud crash* diluted (after standing an hour or so)
Gracious heavens! what an ill-ar- but in my present forlorn condition his in the night, soon after the clock had with an equal bulk of water. This will house. He didn't succeed.
ranged planet is this, and what a disor- jolly face and infectious laugh were a struck 1, but having been only half instantly clean the dirtiest brass, but
—Superintendent Corbett, of the Westawake at the time she concluded it was great care must be taken in handling ern Union Telegraph Company, has caused
ganized constitution was that miserable real God send.
T.’s, to choose such a moment to be out
We dined at the club together, and the thunder of my boots being thrown the liquid, as it is very corrosive. Brass rhe various local managers throughout
of repair! In the first week in Sep- afterward went to the theater, then ont to await the morning’s cleaning. which has been lacquered should never
Michiganto circulatepetitions to Congress,
tember Olga would have to follow her smoked a pipe or two in company at She was now, however, much excited be cleaned with polishing powders or
remonstrating against any interferencewith
father, who had returned to Copenha- Oliver’s lodgings, so that it was to- about it, and disposed to revel in a corrosive chemicals. Wiping with a
tragedy.
. I told her that I found the
soft
cloth
is
sufficient,
and
in
some
the
present telegraph system.
gen, and we should meet no more till ward 1 o’clock when I left him to reafter Christmas. Was it not enough turn to Lancaster Gate. Walking statne fallen on my bed, and that, as it cases washing with weak soap and waHealth 1b Mtohlgaa.
to make a worm blaspheme? and the along under the park railings, the trees took three men to move it in a general ter mav be admissible. Dry the artiReportsto the State Boerd of HeeMh, Lenslafc
way,
I
had
been
obliged
to
content
mycles
thoroughly,
taking
care
not
to
bang I gave the hall door on entering made occasionally ghostly rustlings
by obeerrers of diseases in differentperte of the
oovered a vigorous expression of feel- over head ; the air was very still and self with the sofa, liie brief and mat- scratch them, and if after this they State show the principal diseases whlA sensed
heavy, in expectation of a traveling ter of-fact tone of my explanations show mnch sign of wear and corrosion moft sickness In Miohlsan dartnf the week
ing.
Well, the news was broken to & dis- thunder storm. The tall shut up quite failed to quell her exclamations send them to the lacqnerer to be re> ending July 5, 1884, as follow*. Nontbsr of obmayed and sympathetic circle. .Olga, honses facing the park looked as for- of wonder and amazement,and she was finished.
servers heard from, 68:
who had hitherto professedto consider bidding as so many mausoleums in the not to be debarred from the pleasure
The Cow’s Color.
me as likelv to prove & very small ad- moonlight, and only the footsteps of a of gloating over all the details of the
In the early days of Thaddeus Stev8!
dition to the natural features of the stray wayfarer here and there, or the tragedy which had been averted.
ens’ practice he was engaged by the
Diseases In Order of Greatest
Since that night all has gone well
lake scenery, was quiteovercome; there welcome rattle of an . occasional
defendent in a suit for damages in an
Area of Prevalence.
with ns. My blessed chief found means
was some small balm in that My hansom, broke the strange stillness.
alleged trespass of his cow in a neighmother was very unhappy. Even BarAll the uncomfortable feelings of the to let me go in a day or two, and onr
bor's garden. In the cross examination
bara, the youngest of the family, and last twenty-fourhours, temporarily time at Grasmere was all we bad exof a witness who swore to having seen
1 Intermittent fever .,... .
pected
it
to
be.
After
Christmas,
to
atrong in the soorn of seventeen for thrust back by Oliver’s cheerful comRheumatism ..........
the cow on the premises, Mr. Stevens
our
great
joy,
Mr.
Fielding
gave
up
his
Diarrhea ..............
matters of sentiment, forbore to jibe, pany, returned with overwhelming
said:
Neuralgia ............
And gave utterance to violent excla- force. Indignant at being so befooled house at Copenhagen,and came to live
“Did I understand you to say that 6 Connumptlon of lungs.
in
London.
Olga
and
I
were
married
mations of regret, ooupled with equally by what I declared to myself must be a
fever ......
the cow in the garden was a black 7 Remittent
Bronchitis ............
Tiolent abuse of vague persons un dyspeptic imagination (thongh my ac- the following summer, and we have
cow?"
Cholera morbus .......
known.
quaintance with dyspepsia was happily never again been disturbedby presentiTousllltls.
“Yes. sir.”
...ping cough.
Wbooi
My father, after the first natural of the slightest),I argued fiercely with ments, apparitions, or any other sub“Will
you
undertake
to say that the
Influena... •••• ••••
shock of disgust, endeavored to console my own folly ; but all in vain, that in- jects worthy to exercise the industrv of cow you saw was perfectly black, or
Erysipelas..
Dysentery.. .....
me with unpalatable philosophy and describabledead weight of apprehen- the Society for Psychical Besearch.— was it not lighter in some parts? Now
M. C. Vachell, in Longman's Magathe cool light of reason, remedies which sion still crushed my spirits. The
be careful; this is a very important
Always seem an insult offered to afflic- senseless sense of unseen danger grow zine.
point in your testimony and will effect
17 Pneumonia ......... «...
tion, when applied to one’s own case. stronger at every jard. I was ready to
the decision of the jury,”
1H Inflammationof brain..
Nations not Parties to Suits.
roar
for
very
disquietude
of
spirit,
•It’s hard on you, Harry, my boy, no
“Well, I said it was a black cow to
It
is
a
principle
of
law
among
all
doubt, and I’m aorry for it,” he said, in “confound it all,” I almost shouted,
the best of my recollection,but it
“this is beyond a jokel What an abject civilized nations that no government
that sobering tone whioh strikes
might have been a little mixed in
tIkJerebro-spinai
•chill through the greatest moments of piece of imbecility, for a man who has can be tried by or in its own courts.
color.”
34 Typhoid ferer (enteriW.
excitement,and makes all previous always flattered himsslf on having too The eleventh amendment to the con“Ahl” said stevens, “we are coming
stitution
is
as
follows
:
“The
judicial
•emotion appear annoyingly ridiculous; much reason to fall a prey to any suMembraneous
to the truth at Iasi You say it was
power of the United States shall mixed in color, what do you mean by
‘•‘but now you have entered on the se- perstitious delusionswhatever 1 I most
For the week ending Jalyl, WJLlhs reports
Tious duties of life, you can’t learn too be ill ; if things go on 1 ke this to-mor- not be construed to extend to any suit that? Was it spotted?”
in
law
or
equity,
commenced
or
prose;aoon that work and not play is the ob- row I shall give in, and go to old Bur“No, I did not see any spots on it,
ject of a man’s life. I’m not at all sure rows (the family iEsoulapius) to be cuted against one of the United States but it might have been lighter or puerperal (ever decreased in area ef preralenoe.
by citizens of another State or by citithat—” “Ahl how hor-r-r-rible,”broke put together again.”
At the Stats capitalthe prevailingwinds
brindled about the head and breast”
Meanwhile every step forward ap- zens or subjects of any foreign State.”
in the seft voice of my betrothed, with
“A brindled cow was it? First it
“the pretty careful intonation, and long- peared to grow more and more difficult On the same principle States cannot be was black, then a little mixed ia some
drawn ripple of the *1' which she had A sudden sound of footsteps olose be- sned. Persons who believe they have places, and now brindled.”
mldlty considerablyleas, and the night csone
inherited from her Danish mother. hind most unaccountably paralyzed or hold certkin claims against the
The poor witness, utterly bewildered Haora.
United
States
may
have
their
cases
my
powers
of
locomotion,
and
filled
me
"Dear Mr. Kiohardson, do not let us be
at the perversion of his testimony, Compared with the avenge foci
reasonable to-night What is the nse with * horrible dread. This was mon- heard by the Conrt of Claims, to which oould not make a dear statement
iSraonpmlenfpi 1*™**
are referred all claims fonnded upon
•of being British subjects if we may not strous; with a kind of groan of disgust
Stevens in his speech to the jury, said
hare a great grumble? No, that poor and misery over my (own decrepitude, any law of Congress, or upon any regu- “Now, gentlemen of the jury, you have
boy is very badly treated, and it is all I resolutely turned round and waited lation ef an executive department,or heard and must judge of the credibility
upon any contract, expressed or implied,
fr-r- rightful 1” And my lady unclasped till the steps reached me.
of a witness who first swears that he
with the Government of the United
Merciful
heaven!
What
was
this
her eloquent bands, approached the
saw my client’s cow in his neighbor’s
Iron-grayparent for whom our affection that came up, brushed past me, and States, and all claims whioh may ‘be cabbages, then swears that the cow
had always been largely tempered with went on ? My brain reeled, a cold per- referred to it bv either Honse of Con- was black; He then admits that the cow
respect,and, flinging one arm tightly spiration broke out on my forehead, for, gress.—Infer Ocean.
might have been partially brirfdled ; in
around his neck, laid her pretty head frantic as it may sound, it was myself
fact he can’t tell what kind of a cow k
Lamp chimneys will last a great deal
^ with its crown of bronze rippless con- that I saw go by. My exact image
was. As there is no question about the
fidingly oa his robust black-cloth and counterpart came toward me, look- longer, if, when new, they are put in a color of my client’scovj, this eVid
ed me full in the face with cold, indif- kettle of cold water with a handful of fails to prove the case against him.”—
shoulder.
ferent eyes, differing from mine only in salt, boil a couple of hours, then take
r, no do
Philadelphia
expression at the moment, and off and let the chimney stand in it until cold. * This process, I can say
The art of living easily as to
a light ovl^-loafexa^Tylike the^ne from experience, toughens them very
bp:
I wore. I noted with despairingrecog- mneh.
r
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

tlsdale, of

Lake Harbor, and Arend Vis-

^Any

July

J. B.

Mulloen has

19, 1884.

addressedto
tee or to its

Strictly pure Paris Green, Powdered
Hellebore and Insect Powder at
KREMERS A BANGS, Druggists.

committeemay be
any member of the commitA. 8. Kedzie,

of the Chicago & West Michigan Railway Company and appointed
General Manager pro tempore, to succeed

announced as

Dr. Wm.

Van Puttrn

Grand Haven, Mich.

Oil, both Boiled and

Over one hundred snd

the

which have escaped

fifty nebula?

the vision of

previous

—

We

at

Ghvreh

A

Northern

of the best paying local roads in the coun-

Crockery, Stone

stock-

We

whose prosperity be has made.

MethodistEpiscopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10 ^0 a. m.,
Vol. XVII of the ninth edition of the and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Encycloptedla Brittanlcaappears more ’rayer meeUng, Thursday evening at 7:30.
lorning, "The vine and the branches.’'
promptly than many previous vslumes.
Evening, "The Devil in angels’ clothes.
It runs from MOT to ORM, and contains
858 pages of text, with twenty-four plates,

THE ONLY

ENGLISH PAPER

and

and specialist,as well as

tor the

general

mainder of

jurert'drawu

August term ef court, which con-

vene* August 4: Olive, Elisha A. Barlow;

John Vine; Robinson, Darwin

Taylor; Spring Lake, Sylvester Conley;
Talmadge, George Starks; Wright, Wil-

John A. Roost; Holland town, Jacob

Van

Trait Growers’ Association-

of

THOMAS WALKER JONES,
Holland, Mich.,

July

14,

Neatly and Promptly

O

a.a. In
Ottawa— I v Chaicxbt .
delora a. BUNGBRFORD.
Complainant.

the state, at a meeting held July

_

It eatirfactorilyappearingto mis court byaffl
davit on file, that the defendant, Albert F. flan- formationapply to Filter’s Stave Factory.
gerford ie not a resident of thla Bute, bat resides
ED.
8upt.
at Jameatown,StuttsmanConnty, Dakota, on
moUon of G. i. Diekema, Complainant'sSolicitor, or to G. Van Putten A Sons’ store.
it is ordered that the said defendant,Albert F.
Hungerford cause his appoarance to be entered
herein,within four months from the date of thla
order, and In case of his appearance that he cause
his answer to the complainant's bill of complaint
to bs filed, and a copy thereof to be served on
ritor within twenty days
Is going on in the stock nf
. .......... ....... a copy of said bill and
notice of this order; and that In default thereof,
said bill be taken as confessedby the Mid nonresident defendant'.
And it is further ordered that within twenty
at the store of
days after the date hereof, the said complainant

VER SCHURE,

Genuine Cyclone

Dry Goods & Groceries,

cause a notice of this order to be publishedin
the Holland CittNbws, a newspaper printed,
published and circulatingin said County, and that
such publicationbe continned thereinat least
once in each week for six weeks In succession, or
that she cause a copy of this order to be personally
served on said non-residentdefendant,at least
twenty days before the above time prescribed for

B. WYNHOFF,

<

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

G. J.

White Goods,

Skirts, Hosiery,

Diikbma', Complainant'sSolicitor.l7-7t

Etc

,

in endless variety.
A

styles ef Ladies’

always on hand.

and Gentlemen’s
I

R. B.

among which

WARD

GROVER

BEST, M. D.,Prop’r.

Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent prescription
clerk,ha; charge, and wit! be found at all hours,
ready to compound prescriptions in a thoroughly
reliablemauner.

AND

'

3 A.

1,

Only

fifty cents s bottle at

H. Walsh's.

If any of our readers should not attend

1884,

its by-laws are these

I

AND

These lamps are a great ini'
movement on all other lamps
K>oth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Gall and

WED

SE

see them.

KBFUKK

CALL.
R. B. BEST,

Holland, Mich,, June 27. 1884.

duct adopted by a Quaker:
I

shall be

by

visit

correspondenceto ascertain all desirable points for distribution, the amount

or

CALL AUD SS3 US
NO.

46,

the best bouses through which to
the

,

Goods delivered free of charge*
1888.

flSEP
•

Holla.vd, Jlcb., March 18.
The Great Events of Hlstorv

pAMXTOS DECISIVE

1

l/to/ tUy't

HEROLD

l

Insane Persons Restored

)

Dr.

hh.

Treatise and *3

In

expect to pass through

I

this

world but

If, therefore,there be any

and

kindness

to

any fellow human being, let me do

'

now.

Let

me

not defer or neglect

shall not pass this

way again. Let

it,

for

this

execu-

Whit
What
What

I

ipeni I ksd

I

saved 1 left behind;

I

gave away I took with

psninuv

I

;

me.

•

alao

LIVERS
IlffTia

trttTlhltt

tartly Vsisttls; Vo Otiplag.FriosSto AUOragglsti.

Cures Dizziness,Loss of Appetite, Indigestion, Biliousness,Dyspep- 1
sja, Jaundice,Affections of tho Liver and Kidneys,Pimples and Face
Drubs, Blotches, Boils, Humdrt, Soft Rheum, Scrofula d Erysipelas,f

agricultural

tive board In time to arrange the business

The executive For earache, toothache, ssre throat,
board shall then determine and recom- swelled neck, and the results of colds and
vance Mower, the Grand de Tours three
mend to the members of the society these infiamatloo, use Dr. Tbomaa’ Eclectric hoiae sulky plow, the Bissel, South Bend
Oil— the great pain destroyer.
points of distribution.
plow, beat In the market, the Renamington iron-beam steel plow, Kalamazoo
The committee providedfor in secList of letters remaiulng in the post- Spring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth
tion 7, shall ascertain as near as practioffice at Holland, Micb., July 17, 1884: harrow for finishing land made, contain:
cable the supply of fruit on each succeaI. Constol, Isiriah Inman and Frank tng 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,
sive season, reportlqgj^pame whenever
8 inches for every tootb, Dowaeiac Wheel
Taylor.
Spring Tootb harrows, seeders and culticalled upon by the eepfcty er executive
Wm. Yerbeek, P. M.- vators combined, Albion Wheel Spring
beard; and on that bdsls ahall obtain from
Tooth seeders and harrows combined,
•II Availabletransportationcompanies
Bucklen’sArnica Salva.
Studebakerfarm and freight wagons,
lowest terms of freight for direct and
The best salve in the world for Guta, Kalamazoo open and top buggies,
•peedy shipment through to all selected Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, SeU Rheum, Fever new kind of walking cultivators, 5-tooth,
8-tootb, and 2-sbovel, Detour sulky cultipoints of distribution. There terms the Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
vators,Aultman and Russel A Co. steam
committee shall report to the executive Corns, and all ikio eruptions, and positive- tbreashers.Engines from one-horse to
board for its action or recommendation.
ly cores Piles, or no pay required. It is one thousandhorse power. Call and see
Under these by-laws the presidentep- guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or my new goeds before purchasing elseP. H. WlLhs,
pointed as the committeeen marketing: money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
River 8l, Holland,Mich., Apr.' 10, ’84
A.B. Kedzie, of Grand Haven, J. O. An- For sale by H. Walsh.
KMy.
for each fruit season.

mmmm

Im proved

machinery,
and is prepared to
furnish pumps,
drive points, iron
or wooden pipes,
at wholesale or retail, at the most
reasonable prices;

be

18-ly

BATTLES

WANTED EVERYWHERE.

pump

it

bottlefree to

boiler, and the

latest

can show, or any good thing I can do,

trial

One Volume.

World.

H. WILIMIS,

KLINE'S GREAT

881.

week at home. $5.00 outfit free. Pay ahsolutely sure. No risk. Capital not re- Of the
By CAPT. KING, U. 8. A.
quired. header. If you want basinets it
HISTORY
FROM
THE
BATTLK FIELD.
which persons of either sc. yonng or old,
esn make great pay all the time they work, with Hhows how nations have been made or destroyed
ahsolnte certainty,write for particnlareto U. 11al- in a day— how Fame or dlaastcr has turned on a
lett A Co., Portland Maine.
singlecontest, A Grand Book for Old or Youngsaves time, aids the memory. giVca pleasureand
Instruction. Maps and Flue Imistratlons.
AGENTS
Sefid
for descriptionand terms. Address:
has put ic his shop
J. C. McCubdt A Co., Philadelphia,
a large, new engine

IP.

WYNHOFF.

B.
14,

EIGHTH STREET.
E.

>

needed at such paints my epitaph:
same to

I

Holland, June

i

it

for the celebrated

Needle Gas Lamp.

Repairing neatly and promptly
done.

Everything apertai nlng to a first-classdrugstore
will be kept constantly ou hand.

XT

have the agency in this city

arc the celebrated

SHOES.

Mich., writes: "My wife has been almost

GIVU

and complete line of

HEROLD CROCKERY

BOOTS & SHOES

Drug Store.

full

a

by the president a committee of three on

1884. SPRING AND SUMMER. 188.4
Millinery

A

and Fancy Goods.

BONNETS, HATS, FLOWERS.
FEATHERS. POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, SILK, VELVET,
CRAPE, VEILING, LACE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES,
HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES.
Jersey Jackets, Gossamer

Water

seta,

Preofi,

Hoop

Skirts,Bustles, Cer-

sod Hair Goods.

Infant Cloaks and Clothing a Specialty. Worsted, ard
board and canvas.

where.

'

EIGHTH
.

.•

Slave Bolta, 88 inchee long.

.

exited.

FIRST

Mr. Geo. V. Willing,of Manchester, TOILS! A&TICLES

be appointed annually once.

"

Elm

A completeassortmentof

working michinery by cburch to-morrow,we commend for bis
by-laws and appointing its considerationthe following rule of cot-

.

Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

White Aah Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

baa just received • large stock ef the latest

In the

Very Bemarkable Recovery.

constructed its

.

Oak

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
ALBERT F. HUNGER FORD,
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
Defendant.J
Suit pending in the Circuit Court for the County Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long,
of Ottawa In chancery, at the City of Grand Haven, Pine Heading Bolts. 20 inches ions
on
ion.
on tho
the twenty-eecond
twenty-secondday
day of
of May.
May, A.
A. D.
D. 1884.
For maklng contracts or further iff-

4

1884.

cludes the two western tiers of counties in

.

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa.- Bolta you can make and deliver the year
the Circuit Court of the County of round, viz:

Order of Publication.

HOLLAND LANGUAGE.

Thanks.

all those who contributedtowards
the liberal purse of seventy-ninedollars
placed in our bauds during the past week
I would express, in behalf of myself and
family, our grateful feelings. The Obrto
tlan sympathy and kindness displayed in so
many ways during our present sorrowful
experiences we fully appreciate. May the

ials attest their great curative powers.

This organizationrecentlyformed in-

sales, reporting

80-lr

second day of May, in the yenr A. D. 1884.

the service.

Dyk; Jamestown, George H. Kirtland; helpless for five years, so helpless that she
Olive, Edward Watson; Polkton, Amos could not turn over in bed alone. She
Taylor; Robinson,‘ James M. Johnson: used two batles of Electric Bitters,and is
Spring Lake, Thomas D. Dennison; Tal- so much improved, that she is able now to
madge, Ephraim Pollen; Wright, Stiles do her own work.”
D. Marvin.
Electric Bitters will do all that is
claimed for them. Hundreds of testimon

make

Woodsmen.

A BOS.

QTATB OF

“HollandColony”

To

town, Albert Balkema; Grand Haven,
city, Ut and 2d wards, Cornelius Donker;
8d and 4th wards, Charles Belllck;Grand
Haven town, C. R. Hulbut; Holland city,

and

fit,

AREND VI88CHER,

is

liam H. .Kelley;Zeeland, George Vander
Lord administerrichly in the peace and
Velde; Allendale,Robert Cantrill;Blencom tort of all those whose words and
don, Hemke Elzinga; Chester, Curtii L. deeds have proved so helpful to us in
Graves; Crockery,Henry Ernst; George- these days of our grief and gloom.

of each kind of fruit

15-lm

Farmers and

CircuitCourt Commlssiouer,Oitawa county, Mich.

on remained wide awake during the re-

Card
the list of

marketing whose duty

LOOTER,

ATTENTION

appearance.
Dated at Holland. Ottawa County, this twenty-

readsr. Chas. Scribner’s Sons, publishers.

7. There shall

STEKETEE
1884.
C.

Holland. May

Ei 2£e

lodging.” It

for their

almost needless to say that bis ceugregat

comtalttees.Among
tWO:

8

1884.

1ft,

TAKEN

what an immense treasury it is of infor
mation and instruction for the scholar

adopting its

Hollakd. Mich., May

of the articles are

expected to pay

it

3k£E JL OA.XiZa.

EXCHANGE.

job PRmTma E.

Polbteo,

GIVE

superior stock of Canned Goods.

A. F.

bis sermon Sunday morning and said:
by
"I notice something in my congregation
American writers of eminence. That on
this morning that 1 have not noticed beNew York city by E. L. Goodkin, Esq.
fore since I have been here. In a short
New Jersey, by Ges. Geo. B. McClellan,
time there will be a collection taken up
Ac. As this magnificent work draws
and those found sleeping will of course be
near completion,we realize more fully

lot the

a

his

PRINTED IN THE

A clergyman stopped in the middle of

devoted to maps, single and

News

Foreign and Domestic Frnlte.

Oeot and refreahingSoda Water drawn from the
finest equippedfountainin the city can be obtained at my etore.

have In stock constantly

FRESH GROCERIES

the

Holland City

is

_

frbncs.

TAYLOR,

Subscribe

fsllewiog

And

Our handaome Ice Cream Parlors arc being refitted and will be, when completed, the moat magIntend to keep as complete as poe nificentof any in the city.
Bible embracing all the the latest and best made

Rich in matter bat low in price— $9. The agents’
harreet.. Bend 50 eta. for outfitand oar special
practical Instructions in the beet metboas of
•ellingit. Baccess and large profits ensured. Act
at once. The Campaign will be short, bat brilliant and profitableto agenta. Address,
N. D. Thompson A Co., Publishers,
St. Louis, Mo., or N*w Toms Gitt.

A. B.

The

CIGARS,

A Glassware.

Aleo a very targe tod u sorted stock ef

Which we

-

double page. Many

!

PLUG TOBACCO!

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
holders were paid six and one-half per 10:30 a. m., and 7 :80 p. m. Preaching by
cent out of the earnings. Besides this the the pastor Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.
equipmentand road bed are first-class Subject: Morning, "Kept in Peace.”
Mr. Mulliken’srailroadcareer is well Evening, "Spirit and status of the ReM4t
formed Church as shewn at the recent
known among railroad men and is one to General Synod. Congregationalsinging.
be proud of. He began in the ranks, as a All are welcome.
Sollui, Sugittck, Soqlu, ui Chicago,
brakeman. Reaching the position of staThird Reformed Church— Rev. D.
FBOPtLLOB
tion agent on the Chicago & Northwestern Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. m., and
his promotionscame in rapid succession I p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
to Assistant Superintendentand the Divi- Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
Subjects: Morning, "Abraham’s conduct Leaves Harrington’sdock, Holland, at 8 p. m.
sion Superintendent. About eight years
toward Lot.” Afternoon,“Jacob’s faith TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS and SATURDAYS.
Leaves Weed A Co’s dock, Douglas, at 5:80 p. m.
ago whea Mr. Joy was President of the on his dying bed.”
Leaves Kleeman’s dock, Saagatuck, at 0 p. m.
Detroit,Lansing & Northern, Mr. Mulllken
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays.
was selectedas the proper person to pull Services at 1:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sun- Returning, leaves Lawler A O'Connor’s dock. St
that road out of its straits and was made day school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning, Rush st bridge, at ? p. m. on MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and FRIDAY. For rates,etc., see
General Superintendent. When the con- "Faith in reference to the fruits of this C. E. BIRD, Sangatuck. R. T. ROGERS, Master.
ife.” Afternoon, “The Good Shepherd
dition of the road warranted he was given
tetheringHis sheep of another fold.”
a general superintendent to lighten his du- Mission prayer-meeting
for
at 7:80 p. m.
ties, and he himself made General ManaHolland Christian Ref. Church— Serger. He has received several flattering vices at 9 a. m., 1:80 and 7 p. m. The
offers from important railway companies, services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.
Do Bruyn, pastor.
but has preferred to remain with the road

all but one

all Descriptions

Books Blank.

tko lerrtoee fbr

try. Last year besides the seven per cent ternoon.

bonds the common

Stationery,

A large varietyof

AND

—almost from "two streaksof rust” to one

interest on the

Straw Hats of

—

!

HENDRICKS ! We are agents for the Celebrated "Duck" Brand
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M. CLEVELAND
of Ping Tobacco. Every coj turner buying this toSteffens,Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. m.,
1884. i&ENTS WASTED. 1884.
bacco has a chance of drawingan alarm clock.
and 2 p.m. Sunday School 8:80. Weekly
For tha only geontne PICTORIAL blograpblea of
prayer meeting with the Third Re- the DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES for PreatAuthenticand ezhaaa- DECORATED. AMD PLAM TLOffEB POTS.
formed Cbureh, on Thursday, at 7:80. dont and Vice-President.
Uto in fact, profuse and artiatlc in illnaUation,
Rev. E. Winters,of Grand Rapids, will conscientious,
forcible, brilliant In aothorahip.
occupy the pulpit both morning and af- The Standard Campaign Butory. Authorised. FARMERS’ PRODUCE
IN

confidence by the manner in which he has
built up the Detroit, Lansing

and

Goods

DE/Y GOODS

Lemons, Oranges, Figs and Candles at
wholesale,
and we are still mskingour
vestigatethe great meteor which appeared
famous and delipiousiceCream in any
permanent, and Mr. Mulllken will here
on the night of July 8d, and for this purquantity wanted. Bring in your orders
after hare the managementof both roads.
pose requests all who saw It to communi- early at the
There Is no foundation for the report,
** CITY BAKERY.
cate with him at the Warner Observatory,
however, that the properties are to be conRochester, N. Y., Immediately,giving the
••1 Mated. Both are substantially ownec
direction of view, motion, color, etc.
by the same Boston parties, and the high
change. Dr.Swift desires to thoroughlyin-

Mr. Mulllken is held
by them is shown by the fact that both
are intrusted to him. He bu earned the

Confectionery,

Summer Dress

21-tf

doubt that the appointmentwill be made

estimation in which

DEALER IN

sells Linseed

Raw, cheaper than

cheapest.

seems to be undergoinga wonderful

temporary one, there is no

a

STEKETEE & BOS

C.

have a tall line of

will furnish parties with everything
Geo. C. Kimball, who retired on last Tuesastronomershave recently been discovered needed for Sabbath School Picnics, also
day, Mr. Mulllken still retains his posiby Dr. Lewis Swift, Director of the War- societies or private parties. Special attention given to everything In that line.
tion as General Manager of the Detroit,
ner Observatory, Rochester, N. Y. One
Give us a call, as we guarantee satisfacLansing & Northern.Though his posi
of these is of a most peculiar nature, and tion
PESSINK’S BAKERY.
tion on the Chicago & West Michigan is

•

(Successor to L. T. Ranters,)

chairman.

bsen elected Vice-

President

SUMMER HAS COME! A. p. SLOOTEE.

.

inquirieser suggestions pertaining

to the business of the

Saitjkday,

fotir#

jfyeriat

sober, of Holland.

VAN
DEN
—
— —
STREET. - ;.'T

.

-

'

_____

____

'

j'-:-..
:

'J

TSm*

m2
Water melons in
A

BIDS

ihow—

Wmm'

large numbers at
In about three weeka some of the early

Pesslik’s.

• profile.

varieties of peaches will be ripe.

De Baun has

Rev. Dr.

Dxjit la untold quantity on Eighth

Our farmers are busy harvestingand

perch are being caught by the

thousands as we go

Merchant

Last Friday evening a “roller skating

Lyceum Hall and

reception” was held in

Lact

and dealer in

was largely attended.

to press

Tbs

Bebtsch & Ryder have

sold

hty-five hundred meals in the last

two

Coopersville

now am

It is

Obmver has

enlarged.

has become of our

Barnes publishes

Band Bxcur-

and

Mr.

ions? And what has become of our band ?

Mbs.

Van Zanten,

J. G.

of

Orange City, la., are visiting friends in

a

good paper.

Ladies’ and Gents' Lockets,

for

ican House of Muskegon, called

way

reported as being in a fair

is

A.
of recovery.

this

also has

Bel-

to this city.

Furman,

Jacob

_

He

finest brands of

\

Jr., has built

house at the foot of Sixth

Gerebal Manager Mullduen, of the
Chicago and West Mich. R’y, passed

street

through this city last Thursday.

connected with
reports business

a boat

Hummer

is

happ;

u

full line

of

SUIT

Spectacles!

nearly thir-

good stock
them at reasonable

Im Uae of

I IT

erecting a

summer cottage for KMr.

bareluit beta received aad all who dee! re a good
Ulothos will do wrilto

CUSTOM-MADE nil of

My

boat livery. Martin

stock of

GIVE HE A CALL.

SILVERWARE

being lively.

unsurpassedin

is

Ou

this city.

RIADT-MADE

large etock of
CLOTHING
will be soli at bottom pricer

ilena Breyman, of Salem, Oregon, are

Particular attention is called to the fact Examine our Qoode before purchasOtto that all my goods aro firat-clau and art
ing elsewhere.
sold at low pricea.

[ting the family of our jeweler, Mr.

J.

Last Thursday the steamer Taylor ran
an excursion

from

this city

Heber Walsh. From the plans we should Smith’s opera house band

attended the ses-

is to be a very fine

Teachers, held in the city of Madison,

Como

Grand Rapids

of

fifty

lUj

Bioek. Watekee

see aiy

abort motlee.

NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST OHUBOQ.
H. WTKHCT8IN.

Mr. George H. Souter will furnish fam

added

ilies with fresh Kalamazoo

Celery on Sat

HoLLiKit,Web., Oct. M.

aud Thursdays during
the season. Parties desiring it can leave

1889.

94-1

urdays, Tuesdays

orders at the express office or at the moat

Some two hundred excursionists from market of De Kraker & Dok and it
Zeeland and vicinity visited this city will be deliveredat your homes. Mr.
bia Fire Engine Co., No. 2 went to Mac- and took in the beautiesof our summer Bouter hu made special arrangemeuts
atawa Grove and spent the day picnic- resort last Thursday. They were accom- which will enable him to sell celery at
ing. The “boys” all report having had a panied by the Zeeland Cornet Band which reasonable figures and gives all a chance

Now

ofColum

‘M

the chance

is

Farmers.

for

Our popular wagon manufacturer

by the way, a very creditable organizat of procuringit fresh three times a week.

is,

very enjoyable time.

W. BOBMAN,

IBM,

aad Clooka royalrOd om

tor a brisk fall trade.

Last Thursday the members

amd

passen-

C. H.

hu

im

Mich., April ft,

s

lion and give the people of Zeeland plen-

Rumor

says

two large summer

One

hotels will be built here this fall.

the

resort

ty of

Our

good music.

at

and

The

park, coating ten thousand dollars

first

new wheat of the season was

and one one at Macatowa Grove, costing received at the Plugger Mills on las
Thursday afternoon. It was raised on th
thirty thousand dollars.

_

Mrs. Geo. Foster,

who

resides in the

residence of Rev. Chss. Scott, D.
Ninth

St., is a

D.,

on

music teacher of ten years

farm of widow Bruschard who
bery

who

organ. All

is

economy

Offers his superior made wagons Jnst as cheap
Zeeland, and olalma that

really damaged in dry seasons like this,

and

and the

if this weather

prevailing

winds hold on the gravel and clay that

on Eighth
peared. -

street will both

have

Gerrit Pessink of this city, died

uoow thanks.

to return

an

our

.

very

If

it

and Examine.

Gall

were

Alio keens on band a line of

....

M

^

day atone o’clock In the Reformed uhurc

ous requeststo

"pay up” and they have Meetingshave been held

Zeeland.

universally been discarded. Is this^thing

Last Friday night after the news had

to continue ?

one.

HI

pieces, consisting of original productions,

Wednesday ou their
regular annual picnic. With the school,
their friends,and the fa'milies who attend

Next Sabbath evening in Hope Reformed went

who

'<n

And

a fine

iw ® Ei

stock of

55

g

a re-

to the

Park

.

The

course of Holland is still onward.

regularly plys between this city and Chi-

dred persons.

The committee

in charge

There Is no halt in the building boom. were very liberal in giviag out ticketsand
The merry hammers of the carpentersare gave all friends who had ever been conon. This report, in the face of the fact heard on every band and dwellings and
nected with the church au opportunity of
that the steamer Taylor is running for her
buildings are springing up. The prosper- going. The day was beautiful aud no
first season.places that individual in rather
ity of Holland is at high tide. And this accidents occurred to mar tbe pleasure of
an.unfavorablelight in marine circles on
being the case ihere is little matter we the occasiou. The boat made an extra
this shore.
wish to allude to. The way to render this trip back in order to accommodatethe
cago, is an old and unsafe boat to travel

The

J.

Holland, Mich., April

prosperity enduring and

demolut Fri-

Grondtcet in a report of the

about

it, is

damage was done, wealth and

but it was promptly adjusted. The

make no mistake

to build up manufacturing in

it

large cumber at the

Park. About twenty

of the young

who

Is

stillalive,

re-

a

of all and is

unworthy

of the editor of that paper.

Van
-

Raalte, Poet, No. 262.

17,

A.

Grand Arm

Michigan the present year

will

immediately join.

The

several
officers

Vcent

of condition one year ago, is,

mlute as follows: Corn,

for tbe

118; osts, 95; har-

as elected oD the evening of the InstituJley, 97; clover meadows and psstures, 88;

tion are as follows: Commander, Job/ timothy meadows and pastures, 86; ciovKramer; Senior Vice Commander, Beuja-iler sowed

*

88. ThecbnHlQtm.ef
min Yen- Raalte; Junior Vice Command- learn compared with vitality and growth
er, James L. Fairbanks; Officer of the iof average years is 92. Sixteen per cent
Day, W. Baumgartel;Chaplain, John Van lof the corn planted failed to grow. ApLente; Surgeon, William Van Putten; Bples promise in tho northwestern part of
Quartermaster,Peter H. Wilms, Adju- jthe State 76 percent; lo tbe northeastern,
tant, John Grotenbuis;Quartermas- ISI per cent; in tbo central, 74 per cent;
ter Sergeant, Peter De Feyter; Sergeant In the southwestern, 78 per cent; and in
Major, Martin DeBoe; Officer of the l tbe southeastern, 72 percenter an average

fleer,

lyio
learn

A.

and

will

The
gives

report of tbe census enumerator
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Holland City, population by wards

The

total is

2,

972l population in

1

this year,

son

made

of the difference:

1884

1880 Increase.
Allendale ......... 1,292....1,074....218
Blendon
....... 989.... 785.... 204
Chester ..... ...... 1,571.... 1, 703... *182
Crockery ..7a....1,271....1,240.... 81
Georgetown ..A... 1,927. . .1,818. ... 109
Grand Haven city .5,903. . .4,862. . . 1,041
First ward ..... A. ^807 ... 1,232.... 75
Second ward..... U, 084 ...1,096.... *12
Third ward ....... 2,006.... 1,844....762
Fonrth ward ..... t\ 906.
. 690. ... 216

tolled

29.

1884

aad convince

.

.

Breyman

.

.

.

Talmadge

.

,.

.

L

ewelrv, Watches,

C.

sim iwm,
Gold and

Silver

mi

n

.

SEARS,
doolorjft

DIAMONDS,
w.

f

rgshi Salt Meat

Watches at Rea-

sonable Prices.
Tbe largestaaeortmentof

BDSjJBjF,

^ITJTTOIT,

DXA*£02TD RXCTQS

LARJDj

ever displayed In titleCity.

always on bsnd-

.

G’d Haven town 4 .800. . 642.... 158
Holland town....'. 8,075....8, 064.... 11
Jamestown..... f 2,189. . .2,066. ... 128
Olive .......... . 1,694.. ..1,601.... 98
Polkton ........ (.2, 798.... 2, 688.... 110
Robinson ....... j. 484.... 489.... 45
Spring Lake ... .1 .8,886. . .2,884. . 1,005
8. L. village ...... 1,932....1,872.... 560
Ferryaburg......h.598....
.

I

4tf

-Dealer in-

.

.

l

!

...

..... 1 .1.402. . .1,506. . .*104
The average for the State U 75. Wright ........... 1,779....1,922....*148
promise in the northwesternpart Zeeland ..........2, 911.... 2, 715.. .. 196

Guard, Samuel
•tarts out with a

Holland, Mtch., Feb.

is

with some twenty-three of our old soldier J]f he conditionot crops, expressed iu per

who

reasonable pricea. Come
yoa reelf.

"white oak breeze.”

2,620; increase, flCr 'lUB tUHHWng are
21,965,891 the census returns for Ottawa county, for
bushels. This estimate is based on the 1884, also those for 1880, and a compari-

In

place in

boys as members, and there are

a

282. The probable total yield of wheat

was Instituted at thl
Odd Fellows hall by Comrade E number of acres in wheat in May as reined to this office by supervisors, sod
P. Gibbs and some twenty-two mera‘
the average yield per acre iu each county,
of Weatherwax Post, No. 75, of Gra
estimated by crop correspondents.
Haven. A. C. Vao Raalte tost starts out
ef the Republic,

by bard labor and

respondents, representing660 townships. as follows: first ward, 864; second ward,
The totsl number of bushels of wheat 511; third ward, 1,129; fourth ward, 468.
harvested lu the slate in 1888, was 23,478,-

Last Thursday evening, July

and

garment*.

Repairing done Neatly

The crop report issued from the office of
cannon. This
the
Secretary of State, dated July lit, 1884,
would be true if there had been any one
shows
tbe followingfacts: For this report
standingwithin range of the gnn. But to
class our democraticaldermen as ruffians returns have been received from 891 corunkindestcut

clean and renovate yonr old

promoter of prosperity when and were consequentlyleft to get home
manufacturingenterprises. the best way they could, which they suc- and at

by the reckieaa firing of the

I

OR TEST,

were sailing on

folks,*

ceeded in doing

50

H
I
I

and ia ready to make yon a good

COAT, PASTS,

H

|9|®

The North River Street

is invested in

port also says that lives were eudangered

is the

1883. 20-ly

W. VORST,

day night, stated one thing at leut that dustries. Money put in store buildings Lake Michigsu, missed the last boat, ow- or to
was not true, and that is that buildings and bouses and lots is well as au invest- ing to a statement made by the Captain
were pulled down in Centennial Park. It ment, but It only becomes a creator of that tbe steamer would leave at 8 o’clock,
is true, however, that

£0

FLIEMAN.

14,

i

- 0 S'H

WORKS.

last

9

1

gQ

the church, there were nearly five hun-

port that the steamer A. B. Taylor, which

cratic ratificationmeeting, held

l

The

runs a boat somewhere between Grand Church Rev. T. W. Jones will give
Rapids and Milwaukee, hu started a re- view of its proceedings.

1

l> »

Open and Top Buggies,

WAGON

\s

*

flffe

General Synod of the Reformed strumentalmusic, etc., have been given at
Cleveland and Hendricksfor President
SQUABE AND SWELL BODY COTTERS.
Church held the early part of last mouth each meetiug. The society has procured
and Vice-Presidenton the Democratic
And
a nice assortmentof Buggies for Farmers
18
gold
plated
star
badges.
Expenses
of
at Grand Rapids, was one of the largest
tlcket.theDemocracyof this city indulged
and Tradesmen aro on the way coming.
and best the church has ever enjoyed. Its the quarter $13.60, receipts $7.90, amount
in a little ratifleatiou by shooting the
also agent for
deliberationswere full of interest and im- in treasury $3.25.”
cannon off and by building a big bon-fire
portance as showing the spirit and standon River street, opposite Centennial Park.
The sabbath school of Hope Church BATH. PUTFORM SPRING
ing of the denomination it represents.
It is reported that some individual

<H f

every week but

Literary exercises averaging C

recitations,select readings, vocal and in-

been received here of the nomination of

I-

eiQ

is

denly of heart disease last Thursday aMfew 8eem to care about paying us our bon- 1, 1884: “The membership of the society
ternoon. The funeral will take place toJ|esl an(j jugt due8> Tyehave sentnumer- uumbers 22, of which ? are uew members.

of

fci
and will noth# undersold by anyone.

We were handed the following as the
not for
..........
.
report
of the secretary of the Star Temperthese occasional attentionsfrom our friends
ance
Society
for the quarter ending July
would have to stop business, as only a

Mb. A. Glerum, an old resident of Zee

John

Better wagon in everyway,

disap-

very flue vegetables at our office we wish
land and the father-in-law of

J, Fliemanm

anybody sell them in
Council to take bold of this mat- they are a
er. Both Eighth ana River streets are

The

To the kind friend who left a basket of

desire lessons should apply early.

no action has been taken toward

;or our

not as hard as

cents.

still

us that it would be the part of

might be. The price paid for it was

experience, and will form a class of pupils
for instruction on the piano or

very plump but

is

water works are nearly completed

furnishing a street sprinkler.It seems to

lives a

short distancesouth of this city.

It

1

gers took pauage on her from this city.

Harmon, our first ward barber,
a bath room to his establishment
and
hu
filled a long-felt want in
Our wagon manufacturer,Jacob Filethis city. All who desire hot and cold
man, reports the sale of thirty-seven
wagons since the Oth of March and is now baths can now procure them at his place.
Wia., this week.

Houaxd,

to Chicago.

and com- accompanied the boat. Some

fortable edifice.

Q-S

anywhere

tan.

judge that It

sions of the National Association of

making preparations

his

hand a

I also keep on

and will Sleeker, of Milwaukee, Wis., and Miss

Mr. J. R. Kleyn has taken the contract
for

two weeks. Capt. Hopkins

Prof. G. P.

«

has carried an

average of 200 passengers daily during the
past

large and vary

on

Mrs. Matilda Inrush, Mr. and Mrs.

rates.

The steamer Macatawa

hu

ty as fine boats as can be found

run a boat livery. He has a
of boats and will let

setting a Hydrant

Martin Beueema now

lot of

and foreign fruits.

city.

contractorshave

Eighth street between Market and Cedar.

week.

some of the

huis, is carrying considerable back freight cigars in the

from Milwaukee

Ameron his been busy this week

F. Slooter has received a

firesh candies, nuts

The schooner Wonder, Capt. E.

\

Jr., Clerk of the

has been many friends here

Sevator John Roost who
very 01

James Koning,

The Water Works

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

Jewelry and Clocks.

this city.

and the crop has been secured without

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

Silverware, Piatedware,

been very poor and disap-

pointed anglers have been numerous.

haying has been fine

damage.

Fishing In the bay for the put two

weeks bu

Ready-Made Clothing,

Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

eight-column folio. Bro.

weeks.

The weather

Tailor,

less is rather dull in the city.

Mb. Jas. Huntley is erecting several
very fine cottages for summer tourists.

What

BOS MAN,

dealer in-

declined the

Presidencyof Hope College.

itreet.

W-

J.

-

I

also keep on hand a large aMortmeot of

SPECTACLES
—and

Fish, Poultry and

a—

(n their season.

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
All the

Goods are warranted llmlh

to be just as

Mini

Mil

represented

i

the Bute 89 per cent; in tbe northeast87 per cent; In the central
it;

Total. .......

86,446 38,129

8,817

19 per

in the sonthwestern,27 per cent; •Decrease.
The percentage of increase la largest In
KUlbeuttni,20 fa cent ef
Spring
Lake township where it i« 41.78
crop. The »rei»|e for the
per cent.

Game

Come and examine our stock. No
to

show

arm me a
LC.

lilliiU.

i

M

ing been

THE DEMOCRACY.
Proceedingsof

the National

Con<

vention at Chicago.
Second D»y.
The pcpslonwaa opened ut 11 :30 a. m., with
by Bishop McLaren, of the Episcopal
Church.
Mr. Jenkins, of Wisconsin, sabmitted a comxannl cation irom the Committee on Resolutions,
naylng that they would not be r>ady to report
until Thvrsday morning, and asking leave to
sit dnr nu the sessions of the convention held
Wednesday. The request was granted.
At this Juncture a liood of evolutions was
turned loose upon the convention, many of them
ibeing In relation to tariff relorm. With two or
three exceptions ti-ey wore read and referred to
the Committee on Resolutions without debate.
Mr. Rubens, of Illinois,ottered a resolution
declaringthe Democratic party unalterably opposed to aU sumptuary laws, and determinedto
secure to citirens the greatest amount of personal liberty compatible with public welfare,
believing that every citlr.en should enjoy certain
inalienable rights in which he must be protected, even against the will of the majority.
Mr. Power, of Michigan,offered one declaring
the action of the convention on Mr. Grady’s
amendatory resolution of the day previous applicable only to such Btates as instructedtheir
jnrayer

first determined not to ballot
until after the Committee on Resolutions should
report The Clerk prooeeded with the roll-call
alphabetically until the State of California was
reached before any responsewas given, at which
time Senator Spencer, of that State, asked that
(Californiabe passed,as the gentleman (J. W.
Dree konrid gel who had been chosen to present
the candidateCalifornia had to offer (Thnrman)
wan absent. This was agreed to, and the roll
was

„

continued.

,

When Delaware was called, Mr. Martin announced amid cheers that the State desiredto
IU1U, IU n ivu 1U1UUVCO 0|*.cuu,

the Presidency Thomas Francis Bayard, the
mention of whose name was greeted with tremendous applause. Gen. Hooker,of Mississippi,
seconded the nomination In a five minutes
speech.
There was a great outburst of enthusiasm
when cx-Gov. Thomas
"noma A. Hendricks took the
plattorm to nominate Joseph E. McDonald, of
Indiana. When the applause had subsided
n nd Mr. Hendricks was about to begin speaking, a voice in the gallery cried, “Three cheers
tor the old ticket/ They were given with
a will. Mr. Hendricksthen proceeded with
his speech, the del very of which occupied about
twenty minutes. The mention of McDonald's
name was received with load and long-continued
applause.
Gen. J. C. Black, of Illinois,seconded McDonald’s nomination,and was loudly applauded.
John W. Breekcnrldge,of California, made a
brief speech In presentingtbe name of Allen G.
Thurman, of Ohio, whose name was greeted
with loud cheers and waving of hats. Gen.
Dnrbin Ward, of Ohio, secondedthe nomination.
James A. McKenxte, of Kentucky, when his
State was called, made a speech nominating
John G. Carlisle.There was no secondary
speech.
When New York was reached,Daniel Manning said the State presented the name of
Grover Cleveland, and desired to be heard
through Daniel Lockwood, of Buffalo.Mr.

I am aware that tire call for a ballot Is now In
progress. I am reminded by tie Chairmanthat
nominations are not now in order. I stand before Von, however;by the unanimous request of
the delegation of wiiioh I am a member, to withdraw the name of Joseph E. McDonald, and for
the purpose,at the proper time, of casting the
vote of Indiana for Thomas A. Hendricks.
Changes in favor of Cleveland grew frequent
as the call of States proceeded,and were greeted
with tremendous cheering.
W hen New York was reached, the Chairman.
Mr. Manning,announced 72 voles for Grover
Cleveland, and then continned : “Mr. President,
I wish to state that, on polling the delegation,
the vote stood DO for Cleveland and 22 for Mr.
Hendricks.
Mr. Gallnp, of New York— I ask In the name
of the disfranchised minority in this delegation
that their vote be announced as called by the
Chair. I ask that the announcement (great confusion], I ask that it 1)0 announcedin the language (hisses and confusionso that it was impossible to go on]. In tbe language of the Chairman of oUr delegation statingthe vote of our

wedges between the upper and lower
sashes, to prevent rattling, then paste on
Feed Often.— -A Verffiont dairyman strips of brown paper to close all the
soys a young calf should be fed three cracks, using still flour paste, or that
fcimeg a day. Over-feeding at long in- made from rye meal with a little alum
tervals, and especially with cold food,
kills a good many valuable calves.

Let

It

added.

well to leave one upper
may be required
or ventilation.Doors may ho made
tight by tacking tailor’s listing or folded strips of woolen cloth along the
sides and tops. The opening at the
jottom of doors is usually the largest.
For these take pieces of small scanting, of the proper length, and cover
with old carpet or other convenient
ahric, stuffing the sides which goes
against the door, with wool, cotton, or
even with hay, to make a sort of a cushisn. While it is well enough to have
he kitchen door open directly into the
room in summer, it is very uncomfortaole for the inmates in winter. If possible a storm door which can be closed
before the kitchen door it opened,
should be provided. This may be made
in such a manner as to be taken away
in warm weather and stored for future
use. Sleeping-roomsin farm houses
are usually cold. Those who suffer
from cold feet should not be deterred
from making themselves oomportable
through fear of being thought “old
womanish.” If one cannot trleep on account of cold feet, he should warm
them, Bottles of hot water will answer, but are not so good as blocks of
soap-stone. ' Blocks of hard wood that
have no turpentine, if placed in the
oven early in the evening,will be found
excellent foot warmers. In driving in
the country in very cold weather, a foot
warmer of some kind will add greatly
to the comforts of those making the
journey.— .American Ayriculturist
It is

sash to be let down, as

Alone.— The Amei'ican Dai’

ryman says; “A hayseed

in a cow’s
eye will turn it white. It will come all
right in a day or two if lef alone. If
doctored we don’t know when it will
get well.”

The Value of Cob-meal. — The exact
value of the meal of corn and cob
ground togetheris a subject upon which
a great variety of opinions have been
delegation u])on the question.
expressed.Many farmers believe that
The confusion at this point was so great that
cob-meal is more or less injuriousto
it waa Impossible to go on until an interruption
of several minutes occurred. The Chair finally the stomach of animals, others admit
quietedthem ('own, and said : "Tte statement
that the cob contributes somewhat to
of the Chairman (Mr. Manning) will be entered
the value of the meal when ground with
In the minutes of the proceedings.
Before any changes were made the ballot corn, but not enough to pay for the difstood as follows:
ference in tho cost of grinding tue kera
ft
a
nels alone ami the corn with the cob.
<9
§
S
The nutrimentof the corn-cobs rests
delegates.
8TATEH AND TERRI *
Mr. Hanson Smith, of Utah, offered a resolualmost entirely in tbe carbon-hydrates
TORIES.
P*
1
tion declaring polygamy a crime, and calling on
i
I
! (sugar, starch cellulose),there being an
Congress to legislate to extirpateit from the
infinitesimal quantity of the more im
Territories,and to disfranchise those by whom
1
it Is encouragedand sustained
5
14
portant ingredients
of ft]
albuminoids and
edientsof
Carter Harrison, of Illinois, presenteda reso14
fiitn. The advantage of grinding the
Intlon granting ticketsof admission to the
16
members of the National Democratic Veteran
6
cob and corn together, according to as
Association, and the same was carried amid ap12
good ftuthority as Elliott W. Stewart, is
6
plause.
not altogetherin the nutriment of the
The report of the Committeeon Credentials Lockwood then proceeded to eulogize
6
........
2
was presented, and, on motion of T. H. Frame, New York’s favorite son. Carter Harrison, of
14
10
coh. but because the cob, being a coarof Missouri,adopted. In the only contested Illinois, seconded the nomination in a brief ad- Illinois. ............. 38
3
1
1
case, that of the* Twelfth. Massachusetts Dis- dress. Mr.' Jones, of Minnesota, also spoke Indiana. ............
.
30 ser and a spongy material, gives hulk
trict, it was recommended that all four dele- brleflv in support of the claims of Cleveland. Iowa ................ 22
.... •••
4
and divides and seperates the fine meal,
gates, Callan, McLcnrned, Perry, and Bleloeh, SenatorThomas W, Grady, of Now York, spoke
4
2
12
so as to ftllow a free circulationof the
be admitted,with half a vote each. The report against tbe nomination of Cleveland,claiming
1
3
7
15
recommendedthat the Territo ilal delegatesbe that it was dangerous to nominate him, that he
gastric juices through the mass in the
1
15
.....
allowedto vote on all questions.Mr. Randolph, was a weak candidate,etc. Daring the deliv12
stomach. Cornmeal, when wet into
of New Jersey, sought to have this disagreed to, ery of this Tammany philippicagainst
10
Tmt, after an appeal from Judge McArthur, of the favorite of New York great confusionpre- Massachusetts. .....
12H glaitic dough, is very solid and not
Oregon, the couvcntion, by a decisive majority, vailed, and the Chair threatened several times
13 ..... ....
13
easily penetrated by any liquid, hence
.•Muglchod Randolph 8 proposition.
14
to have the galleriescleared. One disturberwas
pigs, when fed on cornmeal alone, often
Ur. Schaffer offered a resolutionamrigninff removed by the police.
2
2
14
the Republican party for untuifilled promises
6 suffer with fever in the stomach because
W. B. Cochran,of New York, on behalf of the
5 ....
21
touching civil-servicereform, and pledging the anti-Cleveland
1
element of that State, seconded
9
tho meal lies there too long undisturbed.
Democratic party, If placed in power, to the the nomination of Thurman* creating profound Nevada ..............
6
1
HOSEKEEPER’S HELPS.
The authorityreferred to, who has fed
adoption of a constitutional amendment pro- sensation.
.....
New Hampshire.... 8
iding for the election of postmastersinstead of
11
Mr. Apgar. of New York, replied to the re5 ' 2
corn and cob-meal largely to both swine
their appointment
marks of SenatorGrady, and claimedthat Gov. New York .......... 72
...
Oyster Sauce— One dozen oysters,
and horses, says he never observed any
Mr. L 0. Bacon, of Georgia, presented a reso- Cleveland would carry his own State by a North Carolina .....
.....
....
22
one pound of butter, three tablespoonlution declaring that the Interests of the party sweeping majority.
1
ill
effect
therefrom,
but
on
the
contrary
21
22
Ohio* ...............
and the rights of minorities would bo best conThe conventionthen adjournedtill 10:30 a. m.
2
2
2
found it a healthier feed than clear fuls of cream; pepper, bod over slow
served by accordingto each delegatethe right Thursday.
42
4
Pennsylvania. ......
2
11
1 ...
fire one hour.
to have his vote recorded as he shall determine.
meal.— iV. Y. World.
6
2
Mr. Borns, of Pennsylvania,
offered a resolnThird Day.
8
1
Green Peas— Shell and lay in cold
Feeding Young Pigs.— As we have
tion empowering the Chairman of the convention
10
11
1
2
The session was opened with prayer by Rev.
water
one hour; put into boiling water,
to call the latter together to fill the vacancy in
often said, pig-raisers should avoid giv12
1 ...
1
Geo. C. Lorimer. The Committee on Resolu- Texas ............... 12
the event of the death of the nominee for PresiH
season and cook one hour. Drain well
tions reported that they had as yet been unable
ing
young
pigs
specially
fattening
food.
dent or
13
H
1
2
Anti-Chineseresolutions were offered by Tur- to agree, and asked until 7 o’clock p. m., which West Virainia ......
In the dairy there is plenty of skim- and season with butter.
6
3
2
1
was granted. After the disposal of preliminary
2C
2
Boiled Halibut— Out pieces of halmilk, which is well adapted to grow the
business, tbe pending order, nomination
2 .....
of candidates, was proceeded with. Exyoung pig. as it is rich in phosphate of ibut about an inch thick, salt and pepcattng an amendment to tbe Constitution ex- Senator William A. Wallace came forward and Disc, of Colombia..
df
2
lime to grow the bones, and of cheesy per, and lay in melted butter one half
nominated 6 imuel J. Randall, of Pennsylvania,
tendingtbe presidential term to six years.
2
albuminoid matter to grow the muscles. hour; roll in flour and broil twenty
The Committeeon PermanentOrganization the nomination being seconded by Gov. Abbctt,
2
of New Jersey. Gov. George Hoadly of Ohio,
presentedthe name of Col- W. F. Vilas, of WisA little com may be given with the minutes. Serve hot.
1 .....
1
New Mexico ........
consin for President of the ccnvention,and was nominatedby Thomas E. Powell, of Ohio.
1
1 milk. Such pigs never grow into little
Speeches seconding the previous nomination,
Roast Pork.— Dredge the roast with
Frederick0.
D. Prince,
Prim of Massachusetts,for Sec2
round dumps of fat, but grow into flour, pepper and salt, and put into a
retary. Col Vilas was conducted to the chair were made by C. H. Mansur, of Missouri, in
2
favor
of
Tharman;
by
J.
W.
Cummings,
of
by Thomas AJHendricla andfive oth^r gentlerangy shoats. Yet probably a majori- baking-pan with a pint of water. When
Massachusetts,and Leroy F. Yeomans, of
Totals .......... 475 151)6 60
6 123)6
2
ty of our readers have the pigs without half done put a chopped onion in the
after which he delivereda stiiringaddress. In South Carolina, in favor of Bayard, and by
A. H. Livingston, of Missouri: N. M. Rose,
closing, be said : “Gentlemen,in the hard dnties
•Tildenreceived *2 votes in Ohio.
the skim-milk, and we must name the gravy, and when ready to serve thicken
of Arkansas: E. 8. Bragg and J. R. Doolittle,of
before me, I Implore your generousforbearance.
Necessaryto a choice, 547.
food for pigs under such circumstances. the gravy with flour and water.
Island In greater need ot yonr Indulgentcon- Wisconsin; Henry 0. Kent, of New Hampshire;
At the announcementof Pennsylvania’s
vote
and T. M. Waller, of Connecticut,in favor of
edderation hr comparison under which I most
One of the best food for pigs is a smal
to
Cleveland.
At
2:20
u. m. a recess was ordered there was a scramble among the delegations
Boiled Artichokes.— Soak in water
coffer with the brilliantservices
s
of tbe distinquantity of linseed oil meal, a table- six hours; trim away the lower leave*
until
8 p. m. Thirty minutes after the allotted see which could transfer their votes to the
guished gentleman who has Inst quittedthis
time proceedings were taken up by naming Clevelandcolumn first North Carolina chauged spoon ml to a fifteen-pound pig, increase
•chair with the well-deservedplaudits of this
her 22 votes from Bayard to Cleveland amid
and boil in salted water with the tops
convention. I pledge you my utmost efforts to members of tbe NationalCommittee, and of a tremendous applause. Virginia gave Cleveland as the pig grows ; this fed with oats
downwards ; let them remain until the
administer my functions nere with Impartiality/ committee to notify the coming nominees of their
23
votes
and
Hendricks
1.
The
confusion
again
The permanent orjrenization was completed nomination.W. L. Terry, of Arkansas,offered liecame so great that nothing could be done. and corn ground together, made into loaves can easily he drawn out. Bea resolution abolishing the two-thirdsrule for
.........
by the apt ointment
of the following VicojpreslEverybody seemed desirous to get on the win- slop, will cause rapid growth, but not move from tha water and servo with
future conventions, which was voted down.
dents and Socretar es:
The roll of the States was called for tho pres- ning side. Order was not restored until the premature fattening. Cotton-aeei
VICK PRESIDENTS.
melted butter.
entation of the names of menders of the new crowd had howled themselveshoarse. Changes
Alabama. Cbas. L. Scott Miss ........W. L. Kelrn National Committee and a committee to notify were announced in the votes of Georgia, Florida, meal is sometimes used, but we canno
Iomato Soup -Cut a dozen large
Ark ..... John D. Adams Missouri. J. B. Thomas the candidates of their nomination, with the West Virginia.Maryland, Texas. Missouri, Calirecommend it for young pigs. It is not
tomatoes in small pieces. Take three
California.H. M. LaRn Neb... John G. Higgins following result:
fornia. and other States.
so# easily digested, and it has not the
Colo. ..DenulsSullivatfNev. Fielding Lemmons
The Secretary then commenced the call of the
Nations!. Notification.
onions, two carrots, three turnips and
•Cdtin... Joshua Perkins N. H..... Henry 0. Kent Alabama ........ H. C. Semple... Dan P. Bestor.
roll of States.As soon as the vote of Alabama same beneficial laxitive effect as linDela... James WilliamsNew Jersey ..H.B.Smlth Arkansas ....... 8. W. Fordyce..S. B. CochrelL
had been announcedthe attention of the dele- seed oil meal, which is found to be a a sprig of parsley, boil till well cooked
Florida. ..C. P. Cooper New York. W.R.Travers California ...... M. F. Tarpey. .Miles Searls.
gates was attracted to a large paintingof Gov.
and pass the whole through a sieve;
Georgia. .George Hiluar N. C ........F. E. Hhober Colorado ....... M. S. Waller ...Clevelandw htch was l>cing brought to the plat- premotor of health in the pig. This ndd tomatoes with two quarts of water;
III... Anthony Thornton Ohio.. Jacob M. Mueller
form, and the call was interruptedby the ap- can be procured at any considerable
Connecticut.... W. H. Barnum.T.M. Waller.
Indiana....Peter Lie ber: Oregon ..... W. T. Cook Florida ......... Samuel Pasco ..W. D. Shipley.
thicken with bread crumbs. ,
plause which followed. Order having been reIowa... W. H. Brannon Penn....W. L. Duvorts Georgia. ........ Patrick Walsh. .Milton P. Reese. stored, the Secretary called the roll of States for town, all over the country, and those
Potato Salad.— Chop cold boiled
Kansas......John Milan R. I.. Elisha Mathewson Illinois ......... 8. Corning Judd A. E. Stevenson. the purjiose of verifying the ballot,with the
who raise and feed large numbers of
Kv.... Thomas L. Jones S. C.........C.H. Buber Indiana. ....... Austin H BrownE. D. Bannister. following result:
hogs can afford to send to the oil mills potatoes with enough raw onions to
La....J. M. FltxpatrickiTenn.Thos.L.
Williams Iowa ........... M. M. Ham ..... L. G. Kinney.
Maine.. WilliamM. Rost .Texas..L. C. Alexander Kansas .......... C. W. Blair ..... C. C. Bums.
a for it, and get it at wholesale rates. season ; pour over a dressing made as
ESJ
G
s?
2
Md.... Frederick Ralne Vt.... Frank H. Bascom Kentucky ...... H. V. McHenry. AtiHg Cox.
o
It can be bought at the mills at $20 to lollows: The yolks of three hard boila
3
0
VaM..J. B. Eastabrook Virginia..... B. A. Ayres Louisiana ...... B. F. Jonas ..... James Jeffries.
4
STATES AND
n
1
$25
per ton, and it is always worth ed eggs, mashed fine and seasoned with
Mich ..... M. Shoemaker!W. Va... Frank Herford Maine ........... E. Wilson .. ...C. A. Osgood.
3
TERRITORIES.
»
&
a
Minnesota.. R. J. Jones Wls .....J. R. Doolittle Maryland ....... A. P. Gorman.. George Welles.
E
these
prices as a food. It is so rich in salt and mustard; add one tablespoon3
a.
a
1 muscle forming matter as to be of great lul of melted butter and one teacupful
SECRETARIES.
Michigan...... D.M. Dickinson. D.J.Campeau.
value to feed with com, which is so de- of milk.
Alabama
Arkansas
ficient in this quality.— Ara(/ona/ Live
Mississippi...... C. A. Johnson. .C.E.Hooker.
Scotch Cake— Two pounds flour one
California
Nebraska ....... J.E.Boyd ....... P.Fahey.
Col ..... J- McOllyray Nev. .....
Stock
Journal.
jound
butter, one-half pound powderColorado
Conn ..... W. H. Shields N. H ..... PatridcFayha Nevada ........D.E.McCarthy..J.H.Denn'a.
Del .....
-J- W. Causey N. J. ....... A B. Stoner N. Hampshire .A.W.8ullaway..J.F.Gloutraan. Connecticut
Raising Garden Seeds.— Joseph ed sugar; chop flour and butter toDelaware
Fla. ..... E. P. DlsmukesN.Y .......... J. Gerling N. Carolina ..... M.W.R an»cm...W.G.Lamb.
Harris, of Rochester, N. Y., in his cata- gether, having made the butter quite
Florida
Ga ....... John Triplette N. 0 .......... E. J. Hale Ohio ............ WW Armstrong---Georgia
logue of seeds for 1884, describes his soft by setting near the fire. Knead in
III .......... W
H. Green Ohio ...... S. JL Donavin Rhode Island...J. B. Barnaby..D. S. Baker, Jr.
Illinois
Ind. .Herman Froygang Ore .......V. K. Strode S. Carolina ..... F. W. Dawson..J. H. Earle.
mode of selectingplants and raising the sugar. Roll into a sheet not quite
Indiana
Iowa ..... Daniel Farrell Penn .......J. R. Bokart Tennessee ...... R. 8. Looney... W. A Quarles.
seeds, so as to secure those of best ono-half inch thick; cut in two-inch
Iowa
Kansas. E. A. Hallo well R. I.Darld S. Baker, Jr. Texas. .......... 0. T. Holt ......J. E. Dwyer.
Kansas
Kentucky.. W. L. Crobb 8. C ..... W. St. J. Jeroy Vermont ........ B. B. Smalley.. Geo. L. Speer.
[iialitv, which may afford some useful squares. Bake light brown. Put in
Louisiana.
.H. McCall Tennessee. “
E. C. Merrill Virginia ........ Jno. 8. Barbour. Robert Beverly. Kentucky
uints
to those who try to raise their stone crock for few days.
Louisiana
Maine. . R. T. Rundlett Texas. ...... Wm. Lamb West Virginia. Louis Baker.
Maine
seeds from the poorer or later plants in
M'ryrnd.D.N.HunnlngiVt..Win.A. Richardson Wisconsin...... Wm. F. Vilas...
Coffee Cake— Three eggs, well beatMaryland
Mass.
J. W\ Govency Va.
Harold Snowden Arizona ......... W. K. Meade... G. H. Gary.
their gardens. He remarks that the en, two cups brown sugar, one cup butMassachusetts
Mich... .A. P. Swlneford W. Va.....B. F. Harlow Dlst. Colombia.Wm. Dickson... E. D. Wright.
stumps of cabbages will produce seeds, ter. one cup of milk, one teaspoonful of
Michigan
Minn.,..W. J. Whipple Wis ..... R. M. Bashford Idaho .......... John Haley,
but he sets out good, solid, selected soda, two teaspoons of cream-of-tartar.
After a number of other resolutions were in- Dakota. ......... M. H. Day ...... H.8 McCormick Minnesota
troducedand referred,Mr. Sonden, of Pennsyl- Utah. ........... JBRoseboronghRntherf’dSmith Mississippi
heads, rejecting everything which is Work this to a still dough, and roll out
Mlssot
ran...
Montana
.......
W.J.McCormickS.
T.
Hauser.
vania, moved that the roll of States be called
Nebraska.
not perfect. By this treatment, as he to abont a half-inch in thickness. Sift
Washington.
J.
A
Kuhn
......
N.
B.
Dutro.
and candidates for President of the United Mates
O. W. Stevedore Nevada.
be placed in nomination. This was greeted with New Mexico.
remarks. American -grown cabbage ground cinnamon over evenly; then
load and long-continuedapplause by the im- Wyoming. ...... N. E. Post ...... Wm.H.Hollldav New Hampshire.
and giv.-s better crops than the same roll up like roll jelly cake. Cut slices
William R. Morrison, of Illinois,presented New Jersey.
mense audience Mr. Menzies, of Indiana,
varieties grown from seed raised in about a half-inch thick from the roll ;
raised the point of order that this was not in the majority report of the Committee on Reso- New York
order until
ilafte
after the Committee on Resolutions lutions. It bitterlydenounces the Republican North Carolina.
Europe. He raises ten acres of radish drop into granulated sugar and bake
Ohio.
party
and
its
plattorm.
the
promises
of
which
had reported. The audience yelled “No!
seed, and cuts with a reaper. The ten thoroughly with sugared bide up.
No!" The chair overruled the point Mr. are declared to be a list of the party'spast Oregon ..........
Pennsylvania ..
Glnnie of California, and Mr. MoGUvray,of failures. v '
acres are cut with less labor than
Father Adam. -Whence the name
Gen. B. F. Bntler prcHenteda minority report, Rhode Island.
'Colorado,endeavored to have the roll-ca
all defourth of an acre in the old-fashioned come nobody knows, says the authors
ferted. Mr. Mansur, of Missouri, said he never said to be his exclusive werk, and embracing his South Carolina..
way. He says the great point in keep of the “Virginia Cooking Book,” bat
heard of a convention where candidateswere well-known views on finance,taxation, revenue, Tennessee ......
/nominated before it oon'd be known what the and the labor question. Gen. Bntler spoke Texas ...........
ing
vegetablesin winter, is to make the tho dish that bears it is one that is a
rfatform was upon which they were to stand, thirty minutes for his report George L. Con- Vermont . ......
soil as mellow as possible,and that
lie moved an adjournment until the next day. verse, of Ohio, and Henry Watterson, of Virginia ........
favorite for common use with every
audience again expressedIts disapproval Kentucky, spoke for the majority report Wert Virginia..
nothing will keep out frost better than
family where it is known. Wheh you
Mr. Menzies and Mr. Clunlo demandeds call of The previous question having been order# I, Wisconsin ......
dry, loose earth. Keep plowing and
States on the motion to adjourn. Both motions Gen. Butler's motion to insert his tariff plank Arizona .........
have a cold roast of beef, cut off as
were voted down by decisive majorities.At Instead of that of the majority was defeatedby Dakota. .........
plowing around the pit or trench, till it much as will half fill a baking-dish
this point more resolntions were offered,and a vote of 97^ yeas and 721^ nays, and tbe ma- Dist. of Colombia. ....
is thoroughly mellow— not less than
jority report was adopted.
Idaho .....
were sent to the Committee on Resolutious.
suited to the size of yonr family; put
The convention,on motion of Mr. Jenkins, Montana. .......
two feet, and five or six feet wide. In this sliced beef into a stew pan wiih
Mr. MoGUvray, of Colorado,moved that the
motion to prooeed to nominate be laid on the of Wisconsin, then proceeded to ballot for a New Mexico ..........
keeping cabbages, he finds loose earth any gravy that you may have also
the following Utah.
dent with
w
table. On tms a call of States waa had. Whin candidate for President,
all that is necessaiy. No straw is need
Washington.
Mew York was reachedMr. Manning announced remit:
saved, a lump of butter, a bit of sliced
IU vote at “72 nay." In an instant Senator Cleveland ............ 392 Flower ............ 4 Wyoming
ed. A deep, dead furrow is plowed onion and a seasoning of pepper and
Bayard
..............
170
Hoadly
..............
3
Grady jumped to his feet and challengedthe
with two or three furrows on each side; salt, with enough water to make plenty
Totals..
683 81)*
'•orrectnes* of the announcement.He was met Tharman ............88 Tilden ............... 1
with a storm of applause and hisses. Mr. Grady Randall .............. 78:Hendrioks ........... 1
throwing the soil away from the center. of gravy; thicken it, too, by dredging
The official announcementof this handsome
made repeated attempts to be heard, but his McDonald ...........
The ground cannot be plowed too in a taplespoonfulof flour; cover it up
voice was drowned by the tnmnlt The Chair Carlisle ............. 27| Total cast ......... 820 majorityfor Clevelandwas received with great
547 applause, lasting some moments. After order much. Then the cabbages aie set npmled that Mr. Grady conld not raL*e objection Necessaryto choice.............................
The conventionthen, at an honr and a half had been restored, a motion to make tbe nom- r ght in the furrow, two or three ft-et on the fire, where it may stew gently,
until the roll had been completed. As soon as
but not be in da. ffer of burning. MeanHr. Grady understood this position he snb- after midnight,adjourned till Friday morning ination unanimous was catried with a hurrah,
wide, and on top close together, an<
tbe uproar lasting several mluntes.
at 10
Bitted.
while there most be boiled a sufficient
The
convention
then
took
a
recess
nntll
5
Before tbe roll was contlnu-d Mr. Waller, of
the mellow soil thrown against them
Fourth Day*
quantity of potatoes to fill up yonr
o’clock p.m. Upon reassembling,the conven
Oonneotlcut,on a question of privilege, called
Chairman Vilas called the conventionto oraer turn proceeded
le nomination of~ a candidate with the plow, and the oneration is re- baking-dish after the stewed meat has
LtbeChairto have those spectators who perat precisely H o'clock,and prayer was offered by for Vice President
pented and repeated until all ure cover- been transferred to it ’The potatoes
toted in hissing their disapproval< ‘
Mr. Searles, of California, nominatedGen.
measures excluded from the hall. Chairman Rev. Dr. Clinton Locke.
ed but four or five inches ou top for mast be boiled done, mashed smooth
Mr.'Mnnford
offered
a
resolution
that
on
the
Wm. 8. Rosecrane.
Vflas Instructedthe Sergeant-at-Armsto do
Got. Grant, of Colorado, nominated Joseph ventilation. The soil must be as loose
tads. The audienceexpressed hearty approval roll-call of States for the nomination of Presiand beaten np witn milk and batter, as
i
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dent or Vice President, the vote of the State, E. McDonald, of Indiana.
ns au ash-heap. In December all is
if they were to be served alone, and
when onoe announced, shall not be changed unA 0. Bacon, of Georgia, nominated Gen. J. C.
covered. The frost cannot penetrate placed in a thick laver on top of the
til tho succeedingballot, It was defeated.
Black, of Illinois.
Before the balloting began, the Chairman of
’enlon nominated Gov. George W. Glide,
Mr. Fc
the mellow earth— it only crusts it
meat Place the dish in an oven, and
the Pennsylvaniadelegation withdrew the name of Kansas.
Home Comforts fob Farmers.— let it remain there long enough to be
Ex-SenatorWilliam A. Wallace, of Pennsylof Samuel J, Randall The clerk then proceeded to call tbe roll. When Illinois was vania, ascended the platform and in a speech Tho comfort of the farmers family
brown. There should be a good quanreached,
Gen. Palmer srid:
___________________
_ "Illinois oasts one ,| that carried away the conventi
convention nominated
should not he overlooked.Very old tity of gravy left with the beef, that
vote for Thomas A. Hendricks."This announce- Thomas A Hendricks of Indiana,
ment was followed by a tremendous outburstof
Upon the mention of his name the scenes of farm-houses and those that are cheaply the dish be not dry and tasteless. Serve
applause, and waving of handkerchiefs,which the morning were repeated.Tbe andience stood
built for temporary use until a better with it tomato sauce, Worcestershire
lasted several minutes.
up and cheered. The names of the previoualy
Gen. Mansur, of Missouri,forced his way nominated candidateswere rapidly withdrawn, can be afforded, are often most uncom- sauce, or any other kind that yon prethrough tho aisle ana climbed up to Chairman leaving Mr. Hendricks the only man In the field.
• annanneen && ioiiowb. ttiiuiuiuiuiijcr oi
fortable in severe weather. Windows fer. A good plain dish.
Vilas' position with a statement that Wisconsin The call of the States was then ordered,
wanted to cast its solid vote for Mr. Hendricks,
every State was recorded for and doors admit the external air more
and Mr. Quarles,of Tennessee, Informed tho him. Thomas A Hendricks was then declared freely than is required for ventilation.
There are no persons more solicitous
®Mr? Harrf on, ot* Illinois, moved to adjourn to Chair in a stentorian voice that nis State
tho unanimous nominee of., the Dcmoorstio
sired to put in nominationThomas A. Hend- l>arty for Vico President. The announcement Weather strips made of India rubber about tbe meservatiou^ pf rank than
ricks. The Chair ruled them both out of order. was received with the nsnal demonstrationsof are very effective,but they are not to
There was the 'greatest conuieiiiu,
confusion, hu
and
'I It
iw was
r.ted
ted tbe
the hour to bs 10:30,
applansc, waving of hate and handkerchiefs, bo had everywhere, and require more
ssd 8 o’clock impossible to
of an outlay than is always convenient.
The making of these
A motion to return thanks to the citizensot
8
A little ingeunity will provide substiChicago
for the way the delegatesand others
conhad l>ce» treated was also unanimously carried. tutes'. For tho windows place sm ’1
The conventionthen adjourned sine die.
Voorheessald:
.0

efthtt determination.
After the (all of States was completed,Mr.
Qnzdy waa recognised,and said that by the
tally tbe votes in the New York delegation stood yens, 10; nays, 49; not present, 4: and
fee asked that the vote be so recorded. Mr. Vilas
aid that he was nnable to entertain the challenge of Mr. Grady, because it had been announced to tho convention that New York's
delegationbad been instructed to vote as a unit
Alter minor changes had been made in tho
of the States of Kentucky, California,
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THE
STORY.
with blood. But the lion,
it were,
THE INDUSTRIOUS ANT.
Mrs. Harriet Cummings, of CtaHnnatl,
without purpose and distraught with
How
Goaeiwl
Scott's life
Saved Ohio, writes: “Early last winter my daughafter the _T
manner
H# I* Only Equated by tiwlndnitrioiu Mar.
--- of a man,
ter was attacked with a severe cold, which
and How His Driver Twice
Sir John Lubbock, who has started a rushed off to the x mountains, and
settled on her lungs. We tried severalmediEscaped Death.
AmpntatlMi Within Three Incite* •*
dog school in London, says ants stand chanced to light upon a woodcutter,
The traveler of the present day, as he la cines, none of which seemed to do her any
tli* Hip l*lnt !— H«c*v«ry Due l* els*
next to man in point of intelligence, and who, in terror, let fall his ax, but the
hurried along by the lightningexpress, in its good, but she oouUnued to get worse, and
Une •( Dr. Kennedy* Favorite Kennupon him,
, and ----reachI reckon they do. For instance:
— ------I have lion fawned upon
buffet oars and palace sleepers,seldom re- finally raised large amounts of blood from
ing
up
saluted
him
as
well
as
he
could
edy (Rondout, JV. V.)
lived nearly all my life in the Sonth,
verts in thought to the time when the stage her lungs. We called In a family phywhere the ante tackle everything. Beds, and licked his face with his tongue. coach and packet were the only means of sician, but he failed to do her any good. At
this time a friend, who had been cured by Dr.
Money is the universal necessity, and none tad •
table®, cupboards—in fact, every article And the man took courage. Then the
communicationbetween distant points. It Wm. Hall's Balsam for tte Lungs, advised
you wanted to keep ants out of had to lion encircled him with his tail, and led
cynic or a fool will affect todeeptae It. Mr.Ahnae
is rare that one of the real old-time ftage- me to give It a trial. We then got a bottle,
be stood in water— that is, in peach him, and did not suffer him to leave his driversis mot with now-a-days,and when the and she began to Improve, and by the use of Ellsworth,of Port Ewen. Plater County, N. Y. bad
cans cut off and filled. But even this ax behind, but pointed with his foot for writer recentlyran across Fayette Haskell, throe bottles was entirelycured."
realizedthis truth. HU diseaae involved the whole
wouldn’t do ; the ants would find some it to be taken up. And when the man of Lockport,N. Y., he felt like a bibliographer
of his thigh bone, and the sufferingman looked teeCar bo-line*.
over the discovery of some rare volume of
floating matter on the surface, and did not understand he took it up in his “forgotten lore.” Mr. Haskell, although
ward, not without apparent reason, to death aa bia
He wins at last who builds his trust
bridge the moat with their bodies, and mouth and reached it to him. Then he one nt the pioneers in stage driving (ho forIn loving words and actions Just.
only deliverer.HU family phyaidan refused to*nWhoso head, whose walk, his very mien,
so get over. Then we tried tar-water, followed while the lion led him to his merly ran trom I ewiston to Niagara Falls and
putate the tanb-aeeerting that the operationwota*
proclaim the use of Carbollne.
and suspended sugar in pails from the den. And when the lioness saw him Bultalo, is hale and hearty, and bids ;a r to
kill the patienton the apot. Dr. David Kennedy, ad
live
for
many
years.
The
strange
stories
of
ceiling. For a while this nonplused she came and made signs, looking at hs early adventuresuould till a volume.
"Rough on Rats." Clears ont rate, mice, film, Rondout, N. Y., who waa conaulted, held a diffareaft
the
pitiable
spectacle,
and
then
up
at
roaches,
bed-bugs,
ants,
vermin,
chipmunks,
iso.
them; but attracted by the smell, they
At one time when going down a
opinion, and amputatedthe limb. The Doctor the*
gathered on the safe under it, and after the bear. Then the man perceived and mountain near Lewiston with no lo s a perThe
Frazer Axle Grease lasts four times •• adminUtered freely hU great Blood medicine.
sonage
than
(iener&t
Scott
as
a
passenger,
a while we found them coming down understood that the lion had suffered
long as any other. Use
'
the brakes gave way and the coach came on
FAVORITE REMEDY, to afford tone and itraigth tothe rope. They had gone up the ceiling, cruel wrong from the bear, and cut the heels of the wheel horses. The only
"Rough on Itch" cures humors, eruptions, ring- the ayatem, to prevent the return of the dleeaaa. andi
and so on down. . A friend of mine in down the tree with might and main. remedy was to whip tbo leaders to a gallop.
worm, tetter, salt rheum, frosted feet, chilblains.
Mr. Elliworth remains to thU day in the bloom of
the African fruit trade told me that one And the tree fell, and the lions tore Gaining additionalmomentum with each revolution of the wheels, the coach swayed and
the
bear
in
pieces;
but
the
man
the
night, when up a river, near the Congo
Beware of the incipient stagea of Consump- health. ThU gentleman’a dUeaee wm the ofbqwtaff
pitcheddown tho mountain side and into the
country,he was awakened by a yell, and lion led back again, safe and sound, to streets of Lewiston. Straight ahead at tho tion. Take Piso's Cure In time.
of foul blood, and Dr. David Kennedy** FAVORTIK
tnmblmg out of bis hammock, found the place where he lighted on him, and foot of tne steep hill flowed the N lagura River,
“Buchu-Paiba."Quick, complete cure, all REMEDY purifiedthe Wood and restored to him tb*
himself standing a foot deep in solid returned him to the very tree he had towards which the four horses dashed, ap- annoying kidney and urinary diseases. |L
power once more to enjoy hU life. Are you uffertac
to certaindeath. Yet tho Arm hand
ants. He ran for his life, covered with been cutting.— IF. Boyd Hawkins, in parently
from any dlaeaee traceableto the aame cause? Trf
never relaxed its hold, nor the clear brain its
For a cold In the head, there is nothing to
them, and finally got beyond their line Popular Science.
conception of what mujt be done in tho
FAVORITE REMEDY. Your druggUt butt. One dolgood as Piso’s Remedy for Catarrh.
of march and stayed in a tree all night.
emergency. On dashed the horses until the
lar a bottle. Bear In mind the proprietor**
name andi
The First Health-Drinking.
narrow dock was reached on the river bank,
The next morning, when he returned,
•‘Rough on Corns.” 15c. Ask for It Com'address
:
Dr.
David
Kennedy,
Rondout,
New
York.
when by a masterly exhibitionof nerve and
the whole house had been cleaned out.
“Healths” id honor of mortals came daring, the coach was turned in scarce its plete cure, hard or soft corns, warts, bunions.
A dog that was tied to a tree was repre- to ns from abroad. The first given in own length, and the horses brought to a
BIB
sented by a lot of clean-pickedbones. Britain was proposed by a lady. It standstill before tho pale lookers on could reDR.
BULL’S
‘ It was the ruider ant, and when they
was the “Health of the King,” and mis- alize what bad occurred.A purse was raised
by General Scott and presented 10 Mr. Hascome there is no way to do but to sur- chief came of it. The lady was Rowena, kell with high complimentsfor his skill and
round the place with fire. Animals run the daughter of Hengist. That Saxon
, .„
Notwithstanding all his strength and his
from them.
ally of the British King, Yortigern,
iti
“This sounds like a yarn,” said the entertainedat a banquet the monarch robust constitution, tho strain of continuous
work and exposure proved too much for Mr.
Address P. W. ZiEOLKR lc OO. Chicago, I1L
ant authority, “but the story told by whom he first intended to make his Haskell'sconstitution. The constant Jolting
FOR THE CURE OF
Jaeger, the naturalist, is a bigger one. son-in-law and then destroy. After of tho coach and tho necessarilycramped
OJkSV -A.n.XXHC.
He states that a Catholic missionary dinner the ladies were admitted, a cus- position in which he was obliged to sit conKLTr.|(oSriJ
was sick in Congo, when one of the tom which has not yet, died out on oc- tributed to this end, and at times ho was
obliged to abandon drivingaltogether.
armies came along, and it was by sheer casions of public festivity,and Rowena
Or CHILLS and FEVER,
Speaking of this period he said:
luck that the natives got him up. As was at the head of# them. She carried
“I found it almost impossibleto sleep at
AND ALL MALARIAL DISEASES
night; my appetite left me entirely, and I
they carried him out of the house, the
The proprietor of this celebrated medifloor was over a foot deep with tho in* njjjiruttciiiiijj
tuo uuii/iioi*»u*4
cine juitly olalms for it a euperiorityover
sects, and of a cow that they forgot in King, she said, with a courteous rever“No. I tried to keep up, but it was only all remedlee ever offered to the publio for
the stable the bones alone told the sto- ence . « Lord King,
drink your
the SATE, CERTAIN, SPEEDY and PERwith
the greatest effort This state of things
ry next
health.”
MANENT cure of Ague and Paver, or Chilli
continued for nearly twenty years untR last
“The most remarkable thing about This was said in Saxon, and Vor . 0Uober when l w
and Fever, whether of ehort or long standing. Ha refers to the entire Western and
ants is the method with which tkev
they I tigern
v"601 ^ 10 Pl00e8*
tigern shook his head to imply that he I ^J^what^y
“in what way?"
Southern country to hear him teitimony to
work. The
____________________
different familijs are divid- 1 had not been taught Saxon, and was
was | „, “Ob,
“Oh, lI doubled all
u.. up; could
--------not walk with
the truth of the assertionthat in no ease
ed off into difl'erent kinds of workers— sorry for it. He looked inquiringlyat out a cane, and
whatever will it fail to cure if the direcsoldiers who do the fighting, workers hj8 interpreter, and that official
3°y and night, and, although I felt
tions are strictly followed and oarriodont
that do the manurl labor, and kmgs lated the lady’s words. But this ren- uto passing a gallon every ten minutes, only In a groat many oaiei a single doie has
and queens who do nothing. When the ^ered Yortigern little the wiser, as Ro- a few drops could escape and they thick with
been eufflolent for a cure, and whole families have beeneuredbya single bottle, with
great Sauba ants start out on an ex- wena stood silently gazing at him, cup
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hot weather, yon see ^ hand, and he found himself in utterly ‘-whatdid you do then?"
the laborers ahead forming a covered circumstancesand in dreadful 1 “What I should have done long before: more certain w cure, at aa* u»o u uuumuuou
tunnel through which the entire body wan^ 0( a master of ceremonies. listen to my wife. Under her advice I began in imaller doaes for a week or two after the
passes. Now, if yon break this in, out “What ought I to do?” he asked the » ^^{“thut result?"
diseasehas been oheoked, more especially
rush, not the laborers, but the big- interpreter, and the latter replied
“Wonderful.It unstopped the closed in difflonlt and long-standingoases. Usuheaded, big-jawedsoldiers, who
the lady has offered to drink passages,and, what was still more wonder ally this medicine will hot requireany aid
to Keep the bowels in good order. Should
about to find the intruder, and if noth- your health, saying, ‘ Wacbt heil?’ tul, regulated the flow. The sediment vanthe patient, however, require a cathartic
inB iB to be Been they go in and inform *ou 8hould bid her qnaff the wine,
^1.™ mo^Je^hol J medicine, after having taken three or four
the laborers, who then appear and re- mg, ‘ Brine heil!'
through the aid of Warner's Safe Cure, that
doses of the Tonio, a einglo dooe of BULL'S
pair damages. .When they come
Yortigern shaped his British has done wonders for me os well as for so
VEGETABLE FAMILY PULS will be inffloient.
streams' they climb the trees on the mouth to the
I many others.
bank form themselves into chains
Mr HHSkeI1.seXperlence is repeated every
BULL'S SARSAPARILLA ii the old and

pedition, if it is

:
say-

”
and
ana

durt

to

utterance.
utterance.

ant
M

bank, form tnemseives into cnams,
day in the lives of thousands of American
reliable remedy for impnritleiof the blood
swing gradually over until the end
Catholic
men and women. An unknown evil is unand Scrofulous affeouoni— the King of
catches hold of a tree on the other side.
T ^ Kineslev Secretary Holy Cross dermintng the existence of an innumerable Blood Pnrifien.
On this bridge pass over the
CoUege Gymnasium’
DR. JOHN BULL'S VEGETABLE WORM
“In Brazil the workers of Certain ants w rites: "Every member of our club frankly Jeath perliapB) 6tareB them m the face. To DESTROYER la prepared in the form of
form burrows under ground acres in ex- admits that 8t. Jacobs Oil, tho conqueror nei,jeot guch important matters is like drift- candy drops, attractive to the eight and
pleasant to the taste.
tent, and those called the leaf cutters of pain, is the best cure they have over used, hig In the current of Niagara above the Falls.
do incalculable damage. They climb and all speak^of it in terms of the
BXJX-X.’B
the lemon and other trees in vast num- approbation."50 cents a bottle.
Tried to Tire Him Out.

rest.

College.

Worcester,

'

highest

of
leaf

bers, and by a scissors-like motion
the jaws, cut out a piece of oval
and start off, holding it erect over their

Letting
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Mamma— I met young

DR.
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^
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SMITH’S TONIC SYRUP,
BULL’S SARSAPARILLA,
BUU’S WORM DESTROYER,

^

anduoj

* J

^have

Pain-Killer1

men' tor chronic diseases Introducedto the cures
inbllc by Drs. Starkey & Palen, 11U9 Girard
Jt Phlla., Is eTocting wonderful cures in Con- Colic, Cramps, Spasms, Hear (burn, DIsumption, Neuralgia,
^ Catarrh, Rheumatism,
arrhcea, Dysentery,Flux, ,

|jppeU*atol.tat)}.
Nuisance, sumpium,

*

^

the

L-od trom

e^ath, by

ttl.newVoverj
tor their
tkelr pamphlet.
this new discovery, Sena
fiend for

i

„
atA input, would harda statement wouia nara

Put up" at the Gault House.
The business man or tourist will find first-

Take none bet Hope and Malt Bitter*.

F0R SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
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LITEB, BOWELS
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system,
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the

eleanaea
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BftOTimrtlsm,Neuralgia,
you* Disordersand all Female Corn plaints,
OT SOLID PROOF Of TUI*
-

-

IT WILL fUBXLY CURB
OON9TIPATION,FILM,
Hr oaosing

YBD

and RHIUMATIBM.
ACTION of all the organa

CLEANSmCtheBLOOD
rwtorfaiftha normal power to throw off

.

of

its

a lion, while it

all

other Remedies

of the worst forms of thow terribledieeaaon
have been quickly relieved, andinsMwrttimel

PISFBOTLY CURIO.

fail.

CATARRH^of

catarrh hsTinc
peculiarsymptema.
is attended by an Inflamed conditionet **-

XYS.

—

lining

and

The successfulphotographer is a man of
extensiveviows.-B<whm Trantcrlpt.
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QUmaY, SWXLLINCR,

she was afraid, dud climbed up into a 1 please w — tree as fast as she could, and settled I What can pass before the sun without
making a shadow? The wind.
herself down, trying to avoid the atlivpiA B. Piskham's VegetableCom;
tack. Now, when they saw that they
could not avenge themselveson her, is highly praised by those who are
to stand all day in stores, and is a
the lioness did not cease to watch the blessing In every such case, as well a
.
--at the

'

a!

imsofsu

SORE THROAT,

tforsford’aAdd Phosophato
Ag A KEFR10ERANT drink in fevers.
from hunting somewhere, and saw their i)r. c. H. 8. Davis, Meriden, Conn., says:
children lying dead, they were much “I have used it as a pleasant and cooling
aggrieved, and attacked the bear; but I drink in fevers, and have been very much

waa covered

tdruum.

Far
><1 dr.ii Pr.f. D. i. X.
_______ , torHary, 1801 Mato
cku»r>, in.

^

HIADAOHI, TOOTHiOHl,

homo

-

lurniDK

There

Colkf. EdISe.to Skit
EspertfixM Kaeolly.
CllnlnJ

Solatioa,Lumbago,

L

weak to defend themselves.
when the father and mother came

.

MiM

EHEUMATISM,

•—

ten
.

lungs.
, An acrid intNueisMcreU-d.tiio dioriunceftB{acoompanied with n-

wfever!

,Plijsiclans& Surgeons
^Bsmple^bottleby mi
LoftHlUflO.R^vlw tMlon op- Aet*,
I ON Srj.t.», 1WU. KUMt Md b«t

Baltms and euns

of

l
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Nouralgin,

too

membrane

COLLEGE

FOR PAIN.

th^lr

killed the cubs that were too small and

B

'nostrils,tesr-ductBsod
throat, afteittji** the

SOLD BY

REMEDY

of

was unguarded,

dlMaa*

THOUSANDS OF OASIS

THE GREAT GERMAN

after

ancient haunts long
wisely Adopted by Dairymen*
it had become extinct The scene
Tb0 adoption by most of the prominent
one of the firetfciest stories told by dairymen an 1 farmers of the lotted States
shim jfl lai(i in Mount pahgfeum, Of the ImprovedButter Color made by WellA
i • i from if a montinn hv Xononhon Hlchardson & Co., Burlington, Vt., Is ft proof
whioh, from its mention by Aenopnon, of
m a business point of view.
must have been a famous haunt of Nearly all winter butter !e colored in order
lion8
to make it marketable, and this color is the
served in

'

~

EDUOATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

tall-bearera.

and

tea aante time.

KIDNEY-WORTr

CURE CHOLERA

FEVER AND AGUE

I

O

COMPLAINTS, o

LIVER
Becaaae

My

BiSBASES v

amUe

Story.

I

DETROIT, MICH.

Itla foundto

un?the

lion was pre- they

-

S

Headache.

Bilious

,1

The memory of the

1

mu

disappearanceof each svmptoms as heartburn, Blevator;all appointments flrat-claaa.
flatU]enCeand acidity of the stomach.
H> w> Hott. Proprietor.
ly be believed true, but it was proved, subjects als j derive speedy rel ef from it Aa a 1
J marked ante
___ a ___ ___
nainlesB.Rheumatic I Fnn nvspiPsiA.'iNDiGESTiON. depressionof like ordinary sorw. Tpont aiifferinK with --au iHuiiless.
and
pwsed into the tunnel I inwaMvoit. in AltMitivAand
iputation18’
Languo^S *P,rlt8iand ^®n®ral debility in their various
tdres them relief0 wheon one side and were observed to come rettc tt bears a high roputatic
by a fSingo? rigorous formi; also, as a preventiveagainstfever and other remedy will. In eecUone of the country where
ont on the other, a quarter of
iwritudearesucMededbyafeoiing
ague, and other intermittent fevers, the
distant. More than thia smoke waa strengthens* the* nerves, and
to.a itwinegiasriul
qulot. -ad
I “ Forro-Pbosphoratedof .
forced through the tunnel.— Inf emeu; swallowed before bed-time enables one to court made by Caswell Haiard « Co., ox New York, Preveilsthere is no remedy held In neater esteem.
sleep successfully.
It also eradicatesmalarial and sold by all druggist®,is the befit tonio;
Persons travellnxshould keep it by them.
in the New York Sun.
poison from the
I and
*»— * for patients recovering from
fvnm Favai*
nr
fever or
other sickness it has no equal.
ALL DRUCCIST8.
An InterestingLion
I although the lower animals can not talk
qr)„u

RDOULATB THE BOWELS,
They cure Rheumatism, and all Urinary troubles.They invigorate,
nourish, strengthenand quiet
the Nervous Bystem.

I

rexci, fi. uqciD ok dkt,
it wrcctm.
Dry can be sent by mail.
WILLS, 2UGHAED60N * Co , Bur Ilngton, Vt.
\X‘
bod Mama for Diary AIbum f« 1~

Dyspepsia, Sick

When

anver. ouen

I

1

another evidence of intelligence.The bereaved husband drifted out. San
seeds stowed away would naturally!FranciscoPost^
ram, but
out in some cases,
what m
sprout Slier
after a rain,
* Nuisance,
when they become damp, the ante take After wtta» .weU-oodrod Mtl
them to the surface and dry them m the |
£ I
cun; in other coeee, they poison
the'^maty withHo.letter'fl
stomach
seed by biting it, so that it does not | Bittern^the national stomwhlc^ Rwin^mt^tho

„

I

Hops And Malt Blttora Co.

.

T

cases,

THEY CUKE DYSPEPSIA I IHMESTlON.i
Act upon the^Llver^nd Kidneys,

|

. .

„
.

.

.

I

agreeable Aromatic EllxinJ

-

theall.

and

|

‘

.
...
of low on the street to-day, and told him
A solemn-looking citizen
although he was welcome
heads like a parasol These they Police Headquarters and beckoning
ftnd
he 8hculd remem.
The Popular Remedies of the Day.
carry to their underground houses and the chief into
8“d
her that you were young and needed Priaclpal Office, Ml Mala 8L., LOUISVILLE, KT.
use them as thatching or wall paper, You know that $800 robbery at
d
fore ought not
and for another purpose still more house that I reported yesterday mom^
singular. Upon the leaves, as soon as
___ ,
I Nellie— And what did he say?
they are put in place, grows a delicate Certainly, and I have put two of onr Mamma_He shocked me awfi . „
fungus, which is used as food for the bestmen on the case,
insisting that you kept him from goyoung ante.
nave decided
aecmeu not \in„ °
ants. So, you see, the insects
insects I "Well,
“Well, i-anem-i
I-abem-I have
1
upon u*. Therefore it in importantthat renmUal
may actually be said to bo agricultur- 1 to pursue the matter. You neednt Nellie— Oh, tne great big story tel- gents should tx> at band to be used In tm emergency,
when we are made to feel the excrudatmnagonies of
iste. The Texas agriculturalants go takeany furthe^teps.^In fact
ler! ’ I tried my best to tire him out so pain, or the depressing Influence of disease.
Such a remedial agent existsin that old Reliabla
to work in a more methodical manner. lou don t mean to say that you
. e wouj^ g0 home.
Family Remedy,
They riiake a nest beneath the ground, re^’e^ed
Mamma— Tried to tire him out!
“Oh!
and raised
rnifiPflseveral
ravataI inches
innhpR above
above it,
it. and
Oh! no— not
DOt at
at all.”
rtn.^
and
PERRY DAVIS9
Why, TT/v^s
How?
“Found a clew, eh?”
clear away a space on either side of
Nellie— By sitting on his lup.— PhilThe fact
“Well,
several feet, from which branch through
---- n-o-o,
--- not exactly.
.
adelphia Call.
the grass several roads. Curiously is the money waa taken out ox my
enough this grass about the nest is all trousers’ pockets at night, and— andA moving spectacle—ft duds with an eyeof one kind. All the other weeds are this morning my wife had sent home a glau.
It was the first and is the only permacleared away. Some people say the new sealskin sack.
What tradesmanmost resembles an Iron
nent Pals Believer.
dog? A tinker (tin-cur).
ante actually plant the grass seed “Ab
ri.
However, they do gather it and feed “And so, you see, I have about con
ir6 HEBIT8 ABE UH8UBPASSED.
A Wonderful Remedy.
it to the young, and store the grain eluded to let the matter drop let the
Compound Oxygen, tho Vitalizing Treat- There is nothifig to aqaal it. In a /aw mo meats it
houses under ground. Here you see j matter drop, ’’and witha deep sigq the

mg?”

V

Drop.

--

Liver and Kidney Remedy,
Compounded from the^well known
Hops, Malt, Buchu, MonCtoraSvesHo
laparilla.Ci
drake. Dandelion,Baianpap
cam Bagrado, etc., combine
ibined with

I

Aa • Tonio they have no Kqual,

I

.
„

imwmmi

c.v.v.
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of their

have been received in immense quantities at the One-Price Store of

compul-

COOKING STOVES,

AND RANGES.

op Public Instruction,

-

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

sory temperance educationlaw*.

Department

n

E

are eellingand keep for sale some very fine

R.

Goss, Superintendentof Public InstrucHunt, shows the working

M

TJ 3VT

Sacceteon to.W. C. MELI8.

The followingletter from Boo. H.
tion, Lansing, Mich., to Mrs.

S

Ladies are invited to

Lansing, May 20, 1884.

call

HOLLAND, MICH.

and examine our stock of

Dear Madam:— Yours tf yesterday Is
me. Yon ask, "Are teachers en-

before

dssToriog to

Spring Dress Goods, New Style of Prints,! Dress- Patterns.

A large stock of

themselves to teach on

fit

meaning physiologyand hy-

this subject?

niene with particularreference to the effects

OHAMiBH/Air,

of alcoholic drinks, stimulantsand

narcotics upon the

human system, as

realways on band.

quired after Sept 1, the present year?’*
I

can asswer without doubt,

new

a

dress goods that is rapidly growing very popular with ladies.

think

that I

they are.

The law requiringteachers te give

in-

We bare

a large

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace, and Calicos

assortment of

struction in this particular study took effect

Sept

7, 1888, but it gave

OHIA^BR/Air,

them time

to

in an endless number of.styles and designs.

Faint

1

Calcimine Brushes.

r

prepare for examinaton in the same until
Sept.

1,

1884, after which time,

"No

who

a

shall not pass

satisfactory examination

STINE

AL ABA

in said atyidy.”

As the good

In all

the law I notice

results of

we have some of

In the Clothing Department

certif-

icate shall be granted to any person

Mens’

the finest

Bovs' Spring Suits

ctncl

ever brought to this

shades.

city.

that publishers In several states have been

and are hard

work

at

meet the demands

getting out books to

of the law, the teachers,

students, and the people.

Fine Business Suits ranging in price from $8 to $18.

Gardem Fining

Tools.

_

The books that have appeared within

months are

the last six

far

in advance of

any former published works, and seme of

m

results

of the law people in

all

COIMZIE EAR^LTST

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

waking up to the
Importance of the subject upon which the
teachers of Michigan must soon be qualified to stand an examinationand give accurate and thorough instruction in our
parts of the country, are

can be obtained of us.

(To be Continued.)

An Editor’s Trioute.

New

Wire

Baited Pence

COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE,

Discovery, for coughs of most

Estimates given

for all

kinds of buildings

WHIPS, PUMPS,

severe character, as well as for those of a

and

J

GET BEST BAH/GAIHSTS

fin-

Agr

Agents wanted for anthentic
edit
ition of his life. Published
.
at Agnsta, bis borne. Largest,
ibandsomest, cheapest,best.
By the renowned historian and biographer,Col.
Conwell, whose life of Garfield, publishedby us,
outsold the twenty others by B0, 000. Outsells
every book ever publishedin this world; many
agents are selling fifty dully. Agents are making
fortunes.All new beginnerssuccessful; grand
chance for them. $43.50 made by a lady agent the
firstday. Terms most liberal. Particulars free.
Better send 25 cents for postage, etc., on free outfit, now ready, inclndinglarge prospectusbook,
and save valuable
ALLEN & CO.,
Portland, Maine.

DLAINE

keep all kinds of

,

Thereon P. Keator, Editor of Ft.
Wayne, Ind., Qautte, writes: "For the
past five years have always used Dr.
King’s

HUNTLEY,

JAS.
We

______

Holland, Mich., April 3d, 1884.

and White Lead.

schools.

_

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

The best of

them are really meritorious.
As the

Hats and Caps, Gent’s Fumshing Goods, Etc., Etc.

_

TUTT’S
FILLS
TORPID BOWELS,

DISORDERED LIVER,

_

time.

and MALARIA.

From these sources arise throe-fourths oi
the diseases of the human race. These
symptoms indicate their existenoo Loss of
Appetite, Bowels costive, Slek Head,
ache, follness after eating, aversionto
exertionof body or mind, Bruetatlon
of food, Irritability of temper, Low
spirits. A feeling of having neglected
For the only gennlne Pictorial Biographies of
some duty, Dizziness, Flutteringat the
the REPUBLICAN CaM)IBaTK8 for President HeartgBots before the eves, hlahlr coland Vice-President.
Authenticand exhaustive In ored trine, CONSTIPATIOiranddefact, profoso and artistic in lllnstration, conscienmand the use of a remedy that acts directly
tious,forcible, brilliant in antborship.The Standard Campaign History. Authorized. Rich In
matter bat low in price— §2.00. The agents’
:

milder type. It never fails to effect a

My friends to whdm I have
recommendeded it speak of it in same
high terms. Having been cured by it of
every cough 1 have had for five years, I

GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

ished and completed.

speedy core.

_

consider

done on short notice.

GIVE US A CALL.

Walsh’s drug store and get a trial betlle.
Large

_

Planing and Re-sawing

the only reliable and sure cure

it

for coughs, colds, etc.” Call at H.
size $1.00.

H. B. COCHRAN,

.

Stairs,

Pa., has guaranteed over 800 bottles of

VAN OORT, A BEEUWKE8.
Holland, Mich., April 2,

bil-

1861

J.

Hand

Railing, Sash

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings

WMD, 1884.

60 cts. for ontfit and our special,
practicalinstroctionsIn the best methods of selling It. Success and large profits ensnred. Act at
once. The Campaign will ne short, bnt brilliant
and nrofltableto agents. Address
cause no nausea or griping ner interfere
N.D. THOMPSON A CO., Publishers,
with daily work and are a perfect
St. Lonls, Mo., or Now York City

SSSfSvIs

42-tf

Brackets, etc. made and

ious attacks,liver and kidneys.

In Holland, Mich., O.

wsii

Doesburg pub-

lished the AfetM, and strongly recommends

Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil for coughs,
sore throat, catarrh and asthma.

AGENTS

furnished.
Office

wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidentsof the U. S. The
largest,handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice onr
Giat Hath ok Whiskers changed inprice. The foitect selling book In America. Imrt&ntly to a Gloss r Black by a single apmense profits to agents. All intelligentpeople
plicationof this Dtk. Sold by Druggists,
wantlt. Any one can become a snccessfnl agent.
Street, Terms free. Haixxt Book Co., Portland, Maine. or sent by express on receiptof tlOffice,44 Murray Street, New York.

and shop on Riuer

TUTTS HAIR DYE.

mrt

near the corner of Tenth Street,

A

Reliable Medicine.— A

Pure and

liver

Holland, May
g. j.

van

sod kidneys.

We

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
JAS. HUNTLEY.
of goods which will help yon
to more money right away
17-tf. than anything else In this world. All, of either
sex, succeed from first hoar. The broad road to
w. van der veers fortune opens before the workers, absolntely sore.
At once address Truk A Co., Aagasta. Maine.

27,

duren,

roam

rag.

1888.

hope those who read the following
The oldest established Stable In the city.

sad story may profit by it: Recently a

City

was out hunting, and to get shelter from an approaching storm he crept into a hollow log. Afresident of a Western state

ter the storm abated he

attemptedto crawl

ont, but found it was impossible to

Meat Market,

VAN DUREN &C0.,

make

He endeavored to compress
much as posible, but without
sucosss. He thought of all the mean
things he bad evsr done, until finally bis

£

Prop’s

On Market

mind reverted to the fact

it

Having lately rc-opened tbs “Clty|Meat Market*
we kindly Invite the citizens

I have the neweet and beet
city,

of this city to give ne s “call.”
'

We

%

the log without any trouble.

Hotioe.
)

the tax-payen of

and delivering of lumber to the City of

from
first

the 22nd day of July,
day

of July, 1885, will

r^'NEVBy

be

NO

received at the Clerk’s office until Tuesday,
7 o’clock, p.

m. July 22, 1884.

ments to be made
December, 1884.

No

OUT OF ORDER.

It

VAN DUREN

18.

IMS.

Ova

A CO.

t-

SPRING
HAS— COIMIE!
and

—

-

fi.

YAH POTTER

SONS

&

have received a large Spring stock

City Clerk.

goods, consisting of
It Will

1682.

«-tf

Tout

GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS are

“
the

great blood purifier, liver and kidney remedy and life giving principle,a perfect
renovator and invlgoretor of the system
carrying away all poisonous matter and

administration^
prompt in their action,
certain in their raanlta, safe and reliable in
all forms of disease. Every moment of

~

FOR SALE BY

MEYER, BROUWER C0„

River

t and la being bnilt up anew,
accomplished by the blood,
makes the entire circuit

•even minutes. But If
or vitiated and does not
properly the system la
ij the worn-oat matter
instead of leavblood whenkontiof

„

Prints,

St*.

Holland. Mich.

I

for
for

the working class. Send 10 cents
postage, and
nd we wHl mall

jraL

that will pnt yon in

q

i!

and

Edgings.

SXXiK actd ootto

-^-Dealerin-*-

refralate

THE

a

Sewing Machines,

IhieO

A PI

CO

AND MUSICAL IINSTRUMENTS.

Vtn of struct sad MsfnMafonaaUoa.fres./
Or. H arti ft's Iron Tohio it por 8au by au
DRUQQtrrt ano Dialers Evraywhcml
»iy

jsti

Defanlt having been made In the conditions of a
certain mortgage dated May Fourth (4th),A. D.
1870, and executed by Robert Akerly and SaryC.
his wife, to George W. Joecelyn, and recorded
Angust second (2nd). A. D. 1670, in the office of
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa County, Mlchl
gan, In Liber 11 of Mortgagee, or pap 404, upoi
which mortgage there is claimedto be dne, at the
date of this notice, four hundred and ninetyThe only reed Instrmnent msde having
seven dollars and nineteen cents ($497.19,)and
no enlt or proceeding!at law or in equity having the patent Qualifying tubes, glTlng the
been instituted,to recover the debt or any part nearest approach in tone to4that of the
thereof secured by said mortgage, now.therpfore,bT
virtue of the power of taTe In enld mortgage pipe •r/can.
contained, and of the etatote In each case made
and provided, notice la hereby given that on the

Thirtieth

day of September,

1884,

one o'clock In the afternoon of mid day, at the
front door of the Coart House of Ottawa County.
Michigan, In the city of Grand Haven, In mid
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Si
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The strongest testimony to the valae of Dr.
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Original and Best.
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